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PREFACE

BASIC ASSUMPTIONS

II; ::7 a:;sumed that th., :Itudnt has not yet achlevird ti:'

ohje::tiv,,s 11 :16e,1 for this booklet althouip he has been

ey.nos..:1 .t, muh of the ontent. Althouh he has previously

a nrotractr, the student's understandinp: of its con-

1; .on and use in measuring angle size is probably sketchy

and -v-!chanlel in nature.

OBJECTIVES

A summary of the terminal objectives for the booklet,

indicatin lessons where these objectives are developed,

follows the TABLE OF CONTENTS . In addition, the objectives

for each lesson are _Listed separately lesson by lesson in

the TEACHER'S GUIDE . Although your teaching and class discus-

sions should not be limited by these objectives, evaluation

or the student's progress should be based on the stated objec-

tives for the b:)oklet. Use the objectives as a guide to the

intent of each lesson and discuss them with your .tudents.

The ter:ninal objectives are also listed at the beginning

ir of the student booklet. Indicate the location and purpose of

this list to your students. As you discuss the objectives

oC each lesson with your students, refer them to the corres-

ponding objectives in the front of their booklet. The student.

can use his understanding of the objectives. V POINT exercises,

and EXERCISES to evaluate his own progress.

iii
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OVERVIEW

The t,.ide-r on two 1.,...,!vels throuh-

out boct. his copetence in the

me(iTanics of si.Y.e. and

(2) to !f:71.(7e .:.lature of ::ieasu-Pt:::1;ent .

The H. for tne stflIc-Pont to

review and Th both a circular and

!:,hat wM be used as a tool

in filtpr abstract concepts of

Es!:,1:nation attvities

tnjor role in the lessons.

Allow the to -:1-,e1:nent; to make errors without

retribution; tO own !:!etods of estimation; and to

freely discuss with both you and his classmates.

BOOKLET ORGANIZATION

In achievin ai!!1:%, difirent sections of the

.booklet serve differnt functions. The role, for some of the

major sections crs s f'llows:

EXERCISES dnotes those brobles that are for supervised

study in the priarily worked on an individual

basis. Althogh it 1:; Lot anticipated that much homework

will be given. :orlonc or problerfts could be used as

brief howorh

CLASS ACTIVITY dc.:; probler.s to be worked on a

cooperative or team basis. Thes a:re not appropriate for

homework. The role of the tc:achr is that of a resource per-

son to be used only 1.. /Jlow the students to gather

data and to discover on thTir

Iv



DISCUSSION QUESTIONS plrt or the ler,-

.1., ; .:!, that;

ni! ritutions. The mensureent

aetivittes wll he .:ore .,leaninc,ful to the st-

Aht, ,..h1;Th; .1.re C1. i and eo.vard with tho:;e of

his These cnt,,stions are to be used for in-class

f:i:y!u:;!on (hot Th aehr's Cruido for each

lesson L. other lis:-.ussion topics relevant to the student

booklet inie.r th- h-dins THINGS TO DISCUSS anl CONTENT

AND APPROACH .

Th- labeled '/POINT in the student; booklet arc.

CO 'Ise.] by the student in evaluating his own progress.

T.- APPENDICES crntnin Naterial for two purposes:

(1) I., 1 an :I r,:.elintion, and (:-') enrichment activities

which ean b2 cxplor-A ny in liviluals or groups of students

to their or 2'Ir41 .e measure boyond the stated

objetives of this booklet.

In addition to a lesson by lesson list of EQUIPMENTAND

TEACHINGAIDS . a ownmary list is given on page xiii.

Teachin su!Tgestions and answers to exel'cies from the

student booklet appear, whenever possible, on the teacher's

page opposite the ,orrsponlin student bac. For example,

page T will iontain cuT..::ents pertaininc, to page of the

student boohlt.

1.1



USING THE TEACHER'S GUIDE . . .

A .,-.:12rr!:c11::n is not a nw 3!,:irials. A
curri( ull)-- is a 3CY',; C)f. instral ls for
a oarticlar of stents a plan for
the intereo tion teacher, atrial.: and stu-
dents l'or the achievent f these A

curricuThn is what on yr y],,J.ssrm
achieve the rroais fsr your

students.0

Dr. :rack E. l'crbes

The authors wih the stateent by D. Forb('s.

The total content of the booklet A.flGLE =SURE is not appro-

priate for all classes, or all students. The ',caching strategies

used and the content covered shuld vary with the entering

behaviors of each olass . Use the :i.,t;:ftris for each lesson,

teaching techniques, discussion cbletions, and class activities

as a springboard for developing your lesson plans. Adapt the

pacing and expeted level of mastery of ea!Th topic so that

the intended outcomes of instructionrecmpatible with the

level of ability and previous baclwrund c1 your students.

vi
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SUMIIIIARV OF TERMINAL OBJECTIVES

1. Given a lab: le F.ntation c? an anl- 46;.:e student

will be ablc te

a. ve r t

b. s I

x sides

2. The student w!ll rt1:1 de:nonstrate his understanding

of unit anle y clustions such as

a. /A
/

Given L. 1 as the unit angle, c=plete the

(l) units <rn( L BGA ) < units

to '.;he nearest unit, :r1( L BOA) = units

b. If zips and zaps are units of angle measur,:, and

m(L BET) = 6 zips

m EP' = 4 :.aps

Which is the l:-:.rger unit of :neasure, a zip or

a zap':

3. The student shall demonstrate his understanding of

amount of turn as a measure of an angle.

a. The student will be able to describe, by drawing

the appropriate arrows, clockwise and counterclock-

wise rotation.

viii



at th

tion or rot.atIon

stut nt fl to .c.:asure the angl.

wlit; O. .!easur a f'rac:tional amount of

turn. o !ircie into congruent arr:s

as an aid in determininr: the measure.

m(LABC) = of a turn
30

o. The student is able to define a degree as 1

360
of' a turn.

d. The student is able to convert an angle measure

from a fractional amount of turn to degree mea-

sure and vice versa.

e. The student recognizes and can describe a right

angle as an angle swept out by a turn and a

straight angle as an angle swept out by a turn.

The student will. be able to estimate the size of an angle.

a. Given an angle whose -easure is between 0° and 360°,

the student will be able to give a reasonable

estimate (n 10° tolerance) of the measure in

degrees.

ix
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... .1

.

I :1 I' (5: .* : *. <

C. thr:

is

Given a drawl:-.:77, or

s

, 4

and :600

to t, r i , C

(1'

(?)

n

two r.ays co-norl t

b. Using

(1) circular 1)rotractor. or

(2) a s,-:!:11n9.

C. With the protractor

(1) F<ty:1!Idar,:1, 1,01 t

zero poin 1:H or

(2) non-standard. position.

d. When 's s' of

to get a. rad:no; 0: t. rrotrr:ctcr

It is assumed that t; 7J

quality to nable an accurate radin;_r to thc.

degree.

11.
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:n( thr:m
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If L l = tH-.,n

'.1( = --YD.0°, then
rn (L 2) =



-7 C'riven a msurc ih between .7)0 an..!

protractor, th,.) s7=,:t will .1th

having the :7:1-.!en ma.sure.

The student ih abl.r to state that onc

sixty minuts aL:1 one m-Inute

9. The student is abTh to demonstrate his understanli.n

of precision in angle measuremcnt by answering qu,.Tstions

such as:

I

Which unit angle wril

yield t more

measure of L-11..r-

b. In Figure cirl. A

is divided into

congrur,nt arcs mi in

Figur 2 cir21, A :s

divided into "?6 con-

gruent arcs. which

circle n-21ps le.trmino

the more precise ca-

sure c1.2 L.

c. Which unit gives the more precise measure of

an angle; degree, minute, or second?

xii
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EQUIPMENT AND TEACHING AIDS

A. STUDENT LESSON

1. uacketo of Plastic unit angle wedges 1,2,8
C anp a 3-6

3 stra lte 3,6,11
circular protratZr (1 per student) 8-12
se:A-circular protractor (1 per student) c;.,10,11

prof;ractor 10

12ruler (

1tCd to 7-- inch)

B. TEACHER

1. overhead projector 1-12
2. projection screen 1-12
3. acetate rulers 2

acetate protractors (arbitrary units) 2

_) prepared transparencies 3-6,a,12
(Tr 3-1 through TR 3-5)
acetate protractors in degrees)

a. semi-circular 9,10,11

b. circular 9,10,11

c. "brokr-n" 10

`7. acetate overlay 11
(for checking exercise 1, p. 91)

Indicates those materials provided with the booklets.
Use same materials provided with the booklet EXPLORING

LINEAR MEASURE .

14



LESSON 1 1

MEASURING THE OPENING

The smoothness of a plane's

landing depends on the

angle of descent.

In billiards, a successful "bank

shot" depends on the angle of

incidence and reflection.

To stay on course, the bearing (in

degree measure) of a boat must be

measured accurately.

15



LESSON 1

MEASURING THE OPENING

OBJECTIVES

1. The student will demonstrate his ability to judge the

relative cf an71es by workin nroblems such as

a. Make the :3tatement true by inserting eith::r

>, =, or < n the blnk nrovided.

(L :1 m(L

b. Arrange the an es In or er ol

smallest tc

2. Given a labeled renreentaticn of an angle, the student

will be able to locate and name the

a. vertex, and

b. sides of the angle.

3. Given a unit wedge the student will be able

to...

a. measure a given angle to the nearest unit.

b. draw an angle having a given measure.

EQUIPMENT AND TEACHING AIDS

A. STUDENT.

*1. Packets of plastic unit angle wedges (10°, 1501 30°).

B. TEACHER

1. Overhead projector

2. Projection screen

16
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LESSON 1

A hunter will be successful if
he judges the "lead angle "accurately.

A space ship will safely re-enter

the earth's atmosphere if the

angle of re-entry is not too

steep or too shallow.



1

CONTENT A ND APPROACH

Fr

The :)icturrs.; un par es 1 and T illustrate some situations

where the deter.L!_nation (by measurin(r, or estimating) of the

measure tor sone anc,le is useful or necessary. These illu-

strations may be n partial motivation for the need to study

the tonic of anFlo measure. If you desire to have a short

discussion on the uses of angle measure illustrated, your

students inay be able to sugr:est other uses of angle measure

with which they are familiar.

This booKlet assumes some understanding of geometric

vocabulary and notation such as ray, point, segment, andH 4 4
the distinction between AB, AB, AB, and BA. To aid the

student in understanding the material, it may be necessary

t times to conduct a quick review of such vocabulary and

notation.

18



LESSON 1

THE SIZE OF AN ANGLE IS...

The size of an angle depends on the amount of opening

between its sides. The greater the opening, the greater the

size of the angle.

To illustrate, LXYZ has a greater size than LRST because

"the opening between the sides of LXYZ is greater than the

opening between the sides of LRST".

The size of LXYZ is greater than the size of LRST.

A double-headed arrow will be used to indicate the

opening between the sides of an angle.

3



LESSON 1

CONTENT AND APPROACH

In this initial exposure, the size of an angle is de-

fined as the amount of opening between its sides. The mea-

sure of an angle is a number determined by (1) the si:e of

the angle and (2) the unit of measure used.

Notice the use cf the double-headed arrow to indicate

the angle (amount of opening) under consideration. This

symbolism will be uzed unil the anpyle is considerel as a

rotation. At this time, the double-headed arrow will be

dropped and a single-healed arrow will be used tc indicate

both the direction and e_ount of turn.

20



4 LESSON 1

f POINT

1. What determines the size of an angle?

2. In this booklet, what symbol is used to indicate

the amount of opening between the sides of an angle?

WHICH ANGLE IS GREATER?

Without measuring, which angle in each pair seems to have

the greater opening between the sides? Circle your response.

A.

B.

C.

A. LI,L.2

B. L3, L4

C.. L5, L6

21



1,17:3SN 1

ANSWERS

VPOINT

1. amount of opening between its sides.

A double-headed arrow.

CONTENT AND APPROACH

The purpo:.e of the exercises under WHICH ANGLE IS GREATER?

is to indicate a need for a method to measure anoaes. Othe7-

wise, it would be imncssible to differentiate between angles

of different size (See A METHOD IS NEEDED p. 5.). The

students should nct be expected to answer all four questions

correctly-- encourage them to guess.

Notice that "greater angle" is defined as the angle with

the greater amount of opening between its sides. One of the

major purposes of this booklet is to have the student develop

the skill to measure this opening accurately, using either a

circular or semi - circular protractor.

22



LESSON 1

D.

5

L7, L.8

A METHOD IS NEEDED . . .

Although the angles in some of the pairs on pages 4 and 5

seem to have the same amount of opening, this is not the case.

(The correct responses are L-2, L4, L.5, and L.7.)

Before you could accurately determine which angle in each

pair has the greater opening, a method is needed for measuring

the opening between the sides of an angle.

MEASURING THE OPENING .. .

To measure angles, a method similar to the one for

measuring length is usually used.

GIVEN AN ANGLE TO BE MEASURED . . .

(1) Select some angle to use as a unit of measure.

(2) Compare the angle to be measured with the unit angle by

counting the number of unit angles it takes to "fill

up" the opening of the angle being measured.

This method of measuring angles is illustrated on pages

6 and 7.

23



LESSON 1

CONTENT AND APPROACH

The section MEASURING THE OPENING inent_-ns the similarities

between the method of angle measure described on pages 5 -7 and

the way in which length is measured. These similarities will

be discussed in some detail in LESSON 2 (See pp. 1/1-16).

MEASUREMENT IS . . .

THE SCIENCE OF OBTAINING

BETTER APPROXIMATIONS.

24



6 LESSON 1

EXAMPLE

What is the measure of L CAB?

SOLUTION

(1) SUPPOSE THE RED UNIT ANGLE WEDGE FROM THE PACKET OF

ANGLE WEDGES IS SELECTED AS THE UNIT OF MEASURE.

25



LES::'CU 1

CONTENT AND APPROACH

T

The solution to the example on pages 6 and 7 follows

the steps outlined at the bottom of page r-). The unit angle

used in the sample solution is the same size as the red

angle wedge included in the student packets.

Additional examples can be worked by using a packet of angle

wedges and (1) angles drawn on the stage of an overhead projector

or (2) angles represented by objects in the classroom v cinity

(corner of a desk top,...).

26



LES:70N 1

(2) COMPARE THE ANGLE TO DE MEASURED WITH THE UNIT BY COUNT-

ING THE NUMBER OF UNIT ANGLES IT TAKES TO "FILL UP" THE

CPENING OF THE ANGLE BEING MEASURED.

6 units < m( L CAB) < 7 units

It takes !pore than 6 and less than 7 units to "fill

up" the angle being measured. Since the measure (size) of

L CAB is closer to 6 units than it is to 7 units,...

m(L CAE) = 6 units when measured to the nearest unit.

Ern(L CAB) is read "the measure of angle CAB" j



LESSON 1

CONTENT AND APPROACH

T 7

Notice the use of intermediate steps in "thinkinp- out"

step number 2. First, the measure of the angle is "trapped"

between two consecutive whole units of measure. Secondly, a

judgment is made as to which whole number of units the

measure is closest. These steps are often done as a matter

of habit, especially when a person becomes proficient in the

use of the measuring instrument. However, at this stage of

development these steps are probably useful and can be used

as a model for the kind of questi:Ins the student should be

asking himself when determining the measure of an angle.

Symbolism such as "6 units < m(L_CAB)< 7 units" will be

used in the first part of this booklet in a similar manner

to its use in EXPLORING LINEAR MEASURE



8 LESSON 1

You will be given an envelope containing unit angle wedges

of three different sizes. These will be used in the remainder

of this lesson.

YET TO BE DONE ..

1. Verify the solution on pages 6 and 7 by using the red

units from your envelope.

2. Find the measure of L CAB to the nearest yellow unit.

to the nearest blue unit.

CLASS ACTIVITY
1. You will be given some angles to measure. Measure each

angle to the nearest whole red unit, yellow unit, and

blue unit.

ANGLE --77E1SURE TO THE NEAREST WHOLE.,.

Red Unit Yellow Unit Blue Unit

2. Extend the sides of two of the angles listed in the

above table. Measure these angles again. Does the

length of the sides of an angle have any effect on

the measure of the angle?

CHECK AND CORRECT YOUR RESULTS BEFORE
GOING TO THE NEXT PAGE.

29



CONTENT AND APPROACH

Thu CLASS ACTIVITY is designed to be worked by teams of

itud(nts one Packet c unit edges per team. Space

is provided ro as ':.any as angles to be measured Cor

lustion I, rach angle being measured with each of the three

unit wedges. Fewer than angles will probably be enough as

the method of measurIn angle: will be developed further and

practiced throughout the booklet. Use as many angles as you

feel i, ne.-:ossary for your class. If possible, provide a

row angles drawn on paper and some represented by objects in

the classroom vicinity (corner of desk top, braces on a chair, .).

ANSWERS

YET TO BE DONE

2. m(LCAB) = 4 yellow units

m( L CAB) = 2 blue units

CLASS ACTIVITY

1. Answers will be determined by the angles provided

the student.

2. No. This is an important idea and will be useful

when the student must extend the sides of a repre-

sentation of an angle in order to get a reading on

the protractor scale. It is important that the

student understand that the measure of an angle

does not depend on the length of the sides of

its representation.

30



LESSON 1

V POINT

1. Describe the process for measuring angles used in

this lesson.

2. Look at your results for the CLASS ACTIVITY (p. 8).

Does using a different unit of measure change the

number used to express the measure of the angle?

the amount of opening between the sides of the angle?

Give reasons for your answers.

EXERCISES

1. Make each statement true by inserting either> , <

or = in the blank provided.

> means "is greater than"

< means "is less than"

= means "is the same as"

Recall that the measure of an angle depends

on the amount of opening between the sides of the

angle.

41A_ 2

a.Lt_L2

1145211111111111....

c.L5 L.6

31

b.L3 L.4
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LESSON 1

ANSWERS

POINT

1. Do not demand a verbatim response from the text (pp. 6-7)

but only an indication in the student's words that 6irect

measurement involves two steps: (a) selecting a unit of

measure and (b) counting the number of units it takes to

"fill up" the object being measured.

2. Yes. No. The amount of opening is constar Changing
9. ;art,

wthe unit of measure will usually change tho number of units

it takes to "fill up" the opening.

EXERCISES

1. a. L 1< L2

b. L. 3> L4

c. L. 5< L 6

THINGS TO D ISCUSS

Notice that Exercise 4 (p. 12) is the reverse of the

measurement process demonstrated in the text (pp. 6-7).

Students may need help on this one. Prior to the EXERCISES

and in conjunction with the discussion of the angle measure-

ment process, you may wish to demonstrate on the blackboard

and/or overhead stage a procedure for using the angle wedges

to draw an angle of a given measure. In Lesson 11, this proce-

dure will be refined as students are required to draw angles

of a given degree measure.

Since we are measuring to the nearest whole unit, would

all angles drawn for a given measure (for example, 3 red units)

have to be congruent (the same size)? How could congruence

be tested? (tracing and superposition )

32



10 LESSON 1

d. L7 Le

2. For each set of angles, arrange them in order from

smallest to largest. Part a is done as an example.

Record your answers in the blanks provided.

0. Li L3 L2

d. Of the 9 angles pictured in parts a-c, which

angle seems to be the largest? the smallest?

33
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1..E.7',S1: 1.
1

CONTENT AND APPROACH (for pnae 9)

In relation to question #2 of the No/POINT a distinction

will be made between the use of the words size and measure.

Size will be used to denote the amount of opening between the

sides of an angle and measure will be used to denote the number

of units it takes to "fill up" the opening of the angle being

measured. Thus, angles having the same measure will not

necessarily be the same size. The authors have attempted to

be consistent in their usage of these two words.

ANSWERS (for page 1C))

1. d. L 7< L8
e. L 9> L-10

2. a.L 1, L 3,L2
b. L. 5, L6,L4.
c. L 9, L75/-8
d. largest - L 8

smallest- L5
NOTE: In relation to exercises 1 and 2 (pages 9-10), field-

testing results for prior versions of this booklet

indicate that students have difficulty judging

relative sies of angles in situations like those

below.

In each pair, which angle is largest?

2

L. 1 or L 2?

When exercises 1 and 2 are checked, it may be

helpful to discuss methods that your class

used to determine the angle with the greater

amount of opening.

L.. 3 or L- 4 ?

34



LESSON 1

The rays which form an angle are called the sides of the

angle. The common endpoint of the sides is called the vertex

of the angle.

VERTEX

Wris read "ray Er. vertex: E

sides: Eit and 117

3. For each angle, name the (1) vertex and (2) the sides

of the angle. Record your answers in the blanks provided.

a.

a. vertex

sides

c.

b.

b. vertex

sides

c. vertex

sides

11



LESSON 1 T fl

ANSWERS

3. a. vertex N b. vertex I

sides Fit NM
-0 -4

sides 1J, 1K

c. vertex S

-4
sides ST, SR
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12 LESSON 1

4. Using the unit angles from your envelope as guides,

draw angles having the following measures.

One side (ray) is given for each angle as a starting

point. Use the endpoint of the ray as the vertex of

the angle.

a. 4 yellow units

b. 4 red units

167



LESSON 1

c. 2 blue units

NAMING ANGLES .. .

An angle may be named in several ways. The more common

methods of naming angles are listed in APPENDIX B at the back

of this booklet.
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LESSON 1

THINGS TO DISCUSS

Use APPENDIX B to orient your students to the methods

of naming angles which are illustrated in that section. All

of these methods will be used in this booklet.



1)4 LESSON 2

BECOMING MORE PRECISE

Measurement is done by comparison. In the previcr_ls

lesson, the measure of an angle was found by comparing the

opening of the angle being measured with the opening of the

unit angle.

This lesson will review and formalize some of the ideas

studied in Lesson 1..

ANGLES ARE .. .

Angles are formed by two rays having a common endpoint.

L BAC or L CAB

In both cases above, L BAC (or L-CAB) is formed by the

rays, AV and AC, having a common endpoint, A.

DISTANCES AND OPENINGS ...

A segment is measured by the distance between its end-

points.

An angle is measured by the amount of opening between

its sides.

DISTANCE BETWEEN ENDPOINTS
k

Al IB

40

OPENING
BETWEEN
SIDES



BECOMING MORE PRECISE

OBJECTIVES

The student will be able to demonstrate his understanding

of unit angle and tin!' measuring prccs by answerinc

questions such as:

a.

0

Given L 1 as the unit

following:

A// ,/ // / .-/ , ,,'
//

/ . .
r" ...."*".

/ ../ ..".

B
angle, complete the

(1) units < m(LAOB) < units

(2) to the .nearest unit, m(LAGB) = units

b. If zips and zaps are units of angle measure and

m(LBEF) 6 zips

m(LBEF) = 4 zaps

Which is the larger unit of measure, a zip or

a zap?

2. The student is able to demonstrate his understanding

of precision in angle measurement by answering questions

such as:

a.

41

Which unit angle will

yield the more precise

measure of L AOB?



LE2 2

MEASURING LENGTH . . .

!n-as'...:.rinp: length,

(1) a length (foot, pace, centimeter,...) is

selected to use as a unit of measure, and...

(-) the length to be measured is compared wi th the

unit of measure by counting the number of unit

1,.ngths it takes to "fill up" the length being

measured.

CENTIMETERS

Suppose 1 cm. is selected as

the unit of measure. The

0

A

1

1

1

2

1

3
1

4
1

5
1

6

measures of Kr3 and CF) to the

nearest whole unit are

m(AB) = 4 cm.

m(CD) = 6 cm.

C

DAB) is read "the measure of segment AB"3

MEASURING ANGLE SIZE . . .

When measurinc?' an angle,...

(1) an angle is selected to use as a unit of

measure, and...

(2) the angle to be measured is compared with

the unit of measure by counting the number of

unit angles it takes to "fill up" the opening

of the angle being measured.
Suppose L. 1 is selected as the

unit of measure. The measure

of L- CAB to the nearest whole

unit is...

rn( L CAB) = 4 units.

ONE UNIT A

Cm( L CAB) is read " the measure of angle C-A-B"j

PO



LESSON 2

EQUIPMENTAND TEACHING AIDS

A. STUDENT

*1. Packets of angle wedges

B. TEACHER

1. Overhead projector

2. Projection screen

3. Acetate ruler (same packet used in ELI4)

4. Three acetate protractors - each using a different

unit of measure.

CONTENT AND APPROACH

This lesson formalizes the process of measuring angles

described in Lesson 1. Notice that pp. 114-16 indicate the

similarities between measurement of length and angle size.

The acetate protractors and rulers can be used to provide

additional examples like those on page 15, highlighting the

similarities between angle and linear measure.

43



16 LESSON 2

The examples on page 15 illustrate that the measure of a

length or angle...

(1) depends on the unit of measure selected, and...

(2) is the number of unit angles or lengths it takes

to "fill up" the length or opening of the angle

being measured.

SOME DON'T COME OUT EVEN . . .

When measuring length, most measurements don't "come out

even". For example, m(AB) on page 15 was not exactly 3

centimeters nor 4 centimeters but was somewhere between

3 and 4 centimeters.

The same is true of angle measure. Using L 1 below as

the unit of measure, m(L DEF) is between 3 and 4 units.

ONE UNIT
E

We write this: 3 units < m(L_ DEF) < 4 units. This

statement is read "the measure of L DEF is greater than 3

and less than 4."

What is m(l DEF) when measured to the nearest whole unit?

(Use L-1 as the unit of measure.) You have to dec4- whether

m(L_DEF) is closer to 3 units or 4 units. Detent _ling to which

of the two units m(1:- DEF) is closer involves sighting,estimating,

and judgment. In order to measure accurately, you must be able

to make accurate guesses as to which of two units the measure

is closer.



For use with CLASS ACTIVITY P.
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For use with CLASS ACTIVITY , p. 17.
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LESSON 2

CONTENT AND APPROACH

The :tatemento at the to of page 16 summarize the

similaritie:; between linear and angle measure illustrated on

page

T 16

The 1;e::::Lon SOME DON'T COME OUT EVEN emphasizes the

approximate nature of measurement with particular emphasis on

angle measurt,. The fr,rmat is like that used in the earlier

booklet EXPLORING LINEAR MEASURE , (See CONTENT AND APPROACH

p.T 7 of this bokl(:t.) The comments in the last paragraph

emrhasi.,,e tne reliance of accurate measurement upon accurate

judgment by the person who is measuring.
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LESSON 2

CLASS ACTIVITY

17

For this activity use the unit angle wedges that were

used in lesson 1.

INSTRUCTIONS:

Measure the angles pictured on both sides of the insert

between paFel 16 and 17, using the unit given for each angle.

Record your results in the table below.

ANGLE
MEASURED

UNIT OF
IvEASURE COMPLETE THE STATEMENTS

1. L DLH Yellow units < m( L- DLH) < units.

To the nearest whole unit,

m( L DLH) = units.

2. L DMP Blue units < m( LDMP) < units.

To the nearest whole unit,

n:( LDMP) = units.

3. L PLC Red units < m( L PLC) < units.

To the nearest whole unit,

m( L PLC) = units.

4. L SAC Yellow units < m( L SAC) < units.

To the nearest whole unit,

m( L SAC) = units.

BECOMING MORE PRECISE.. .

All measurements are approximations. A more precise

measure of an angle is one in which a better approximation

of the angle's size is obtained.
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LESSON 2

CONTENT AND APPROACH

The angl.e1;

produced on iiic2i:11

The units of

angle wedges.

If afflitio:
be given and/or Lni:.t

using unit v;edge:::

ANSWERS

:le CLASS ACTIVITY are re-

rt between pages 16 and 17.
..1.n...21udeci in the packet of unit

1.:7 needed, additional angles may

.represented could be measured

:nose indicated in the table.

T 17

ANGLE
MEASURED

UN T.r.0 OF

MEAS l lid C'{-;44PLETE Ti3E STATEMENTS

'1. L DLH e1.-.2,1 uni ts < m( L DM) < 6 units.

To the nearest whole unit,

in( L. 1)11,H) = 6 units ..

2. L DMP Blue ii. units < m( L DMP) < 5 units....._ ._

To the nearest whole unit,

m( L.DMP) = 14 units.'

3. L PLC fled 3 units < m( L._ PLC) < 4 units.

To the nearest whole unit,

m( L. PLC) = 4 units.

4. L SAC Yellow I!. units < m( L SAC) < 5 units.

To the nearest whole unit,

m( L SAC) = )4. units.

BECOMING MORE PRECISE defines precision of angle measure

in the same manner precision of linear measure was defined in

the booklet EXPLORING LINEAR MEASURE The definition is

illustrated by the examples on pages 18 and 19.
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18 LESSON 2

EXAMPLE

L CAB has been measured to the nearest whole unit,

using two different units of measure. Which unit gives

the more precise measure (the better approximation of

the size ofL.CAB)?

Figure I

Using L 1 as the unit
of measure,...

3 units <m(LCAB)< 4 units

In Figure 1:

M(LCAB)lies somewhere in the

-====-IP

Figure 2

UsingL.2 as the unit
of measure, ...

6 units <m(LCAB)< 7 units

interval between 3 units

and 4 units. The measure is located in an

to the size of L 1, the unit of measure.

interval equal

In Figure 2:

m(LCAB)lies somewhere in the interval between 6 units

and 7 units. The measure is located in an interval equal

to the size of L 2, the unit of measure.



CONTENT AND APPROACH

Use the example (pp. 18-19) to illustrate tie

of precision given. The key point is that a mor,

measure will give a better approximation of the

object (angle) being measured.
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LESSON 2 19

Which of the two measurements are more precise? The more

precise measurement will give the better approximatiori of the

angle size.

Since the interval is smaller in Figure 2, the measure

obtained forLCAB, in Figure 2, is a better approximation

of its actual size.

ThereforeL 2 gives a more precise measure thank 1 as

it locates m(AL CAB) in a smaller interval.

PRECISION. depends on the unit of measure. The

smaller unit of measure, the more pre-

cise the measurement.

.0( POINT

1. Which unit in each pair will give themore precise

measurement?

b.

2. Suppose blobs and gobs are units for measuring

angles. When AL 1 is measured to the nearest unit,...

2 blobs < m(L1) < 3 blobs

4 gobs < m(L. 1) < 5 gobs

a. Which is the larger unit of measure, a blob

or a gob?

b. Which unit will give the more precise measurement?
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LESSOil 2

CONTENT AND APPROACH

The student should use the VPOINT tO C "C,nCi

standing of precision. 'lira definition in `;lie :

the discussion of pp. 17-19. The exercises in the VP0INT

are similar to those in questions 4 and 5 of th: EXERCISES .

ANSWERS

Nr POINT

1. a. x b. 2

2. a. blob

b. gob
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20 LESSON 2

EXERCISES

1. Suppose an angle with an opening as large as that of

LABC has a measure of 1 unit.

ONE UNIT

If the measure of L- ABC is one unit, what is the measure

of the following angles?

a. d.

UNITS

C.

UNITS

e.

UNITS

UNITS

UNITS

2. The measure of the angle in 1(c) is how many times the

measure of the angle in 1(d)? How many times the

measure of the angle in 1 (e)?



LESSON 2

ANSWERS

1. a. 3 units

b. 5 units

C. 8 units

2. 4 times ; 2 times

d. 2 units

e. 4 units

55



LEE:CON 2 21

3. Use LRST as the unit angle . For each angle pictured,

complete the blanks to make true statements.

c.
To the nearest whole unit,

m(L QRP) = units./ /3

m(LRST)in I UNIT

units < m( L IAN) < units.

To the nearest whole unit,

m( L_ LMN) = units.

units < tri(L- GHI) < units .

To the nearest whole unit,

m(L_ GHI) = units.

units < m(L_ QRP)< units.

Suppose zips and zaps are units for measuring

angles . When L TGC is measured, .

m( L TGC) = 10 zips

m(L TGC) = 6 zaps

a. Which is the smaller unit of measure?

b. Which unit will give a more precise measurement'?



LES:,;(-)1..: 2

ANSWERS

a. 3 units < m (L LiviN) < 4 units.

To the nearest whole unit,

m(L T1410 = 3 units.

b. 2 units < m( GHI) < 3 units.

To the nearest whole unit,

m(L = 3 units.

c. 4 units < rn( L. QRP)< 5 units.

To the nearest whole unit,

m( QRP ) = 5 units.

4. a. A zip is smaller

b. zip

THINGS TO DISCUSS

Notice that the angles in 3(a) and 3(b ) have the same

measure when measured to the nearest whole unit but are not

the same size. The students could be asked if angles of the

same measure are always the same size, reinforcing the dis-

tinction between the measure and size of an angle.
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22 LESSON 2

5. Which of the following units will give the most precise

measurement?

ANI:cczeZ
a

DISCUSSION QUESTION

1. UsingL-a as the unit of measure,

LI- units < m( L. NMK) < 5 units.

ra.ir I

/ To the nearest whole unit,
/

ONE UNIT \vt
e 1 m(1.- NMK) = 4 units.
s /
\\ --
\

...

C

Suppose a new unit of measure (L. b) is selected which

is I the size of 1- a.

b

Would the following statements be true forL. NMK?

Why or why not?

8 units <m(L. NMK) < 10 units.

To the nearest whole unit,

m(L.NMK) = 8 units.

USING OTHER METHODS . . .

This booklet describes the most common method of mea-

suring angles, using a unit angle as the unit of measure.

Another possibility for measuring angle size is dis-

cussed in the section entitled CAN A RULER BE USED TO MEASURE

ANGLES? in APPENDIX C at the back of this booklet.
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ANSWERS

EXERCISES

unit a

DISCUSSION QUESTION

The use of this question is optional. If !:,

it is preferable to explore and discuss it with ti c;

class. The first statement (8 units < m(L- NIAK) < 10 un

is true. The second statement is not necessarily true.

The two statements concerning m(L NMK) when L 1:;

as the unit of measure imply that 4 units < m(L <

The following possibilities exist concerning, Tn.( L. 1,:14i.:)

nearest whole unit with L ID as the unit of measure.

UNIT OF MEASURE

La L b

If 24 units < m(L NMK) < 244-, units then 8 units <rn(L <

To the netirc.:t.

m(L = ,u;

If /4 < m( L TIMK) < 41 units then 81 units < m(L ..11,1K) <

To the

11(L_ NiviK) = 1.)n,1

THINGS TO DISCUSS

The section USING OTHER METHODS refers to APPENDIX C .

The activity in the Appendix is an enrichment ac:tivit;:y

to challenge some of your better students.

:
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LEF,Sf.n

ANGLES FORMED BY ROTATIONS

In Lessons 1 and 2, angles were thought of as the union

of t*::o rays having a common endpoint. Another way to think

of angles is to consider the amount of rotation that is made

when an object turns.

23
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ANGLES FOR ED BY ROTATIONS

OBJECTIVES

1. To intrduce the ..-7tudent to the cone ef an angle

o:on-:-.: by a rotatioh.

2. The student shal ? demonstrate his undertanding. ef the

measure of an ang:i. swent out by a rtation. A turn is

derind c 1-A:e complete r:Jtation. The student will be

afie to measure an anFlo swept out In an am,.:.unt les-s

than, equal to r-reater than one tu.rn. The unit or

measure is a Cra:::.tional amount of turn. Congruent arcs

are laid off the circle as an aid in determining the

fractinal amcunt of i,urn. The diretion of rotation

is indicated.

EQUIPMENT AND TEACHING AIDS

A drawing compass is recommended for each student to aid

in visualizing an angle fonsed by an amount of turn.

TRANSPARENCY

3-1. An acetate circle fastened to a base so it can pivot

at its center. Two dark radius lines determine an

angle of rotation.

3-2. Six_inch circle.;eight congruent arcs.

3-3. ix-inch circle:twenty-four congruent, arcs.

3-4. Six-inch circle;thirty-six congruent arcs.

3-5. ;ix-inch circle;three hundred and sixty congruent arcs.

Purpose:

To illustrate the measure of an angle formed by

a rotation.

6.



24 LESSON 3

Lay a pencil down on your desk. Hold the eraser end

firm and rotate the free end. Notice the amount of turn.

Figure 2

.411. IMMO 81101m MOM IN 111 .11 NEM IIIIIM,,

IMP 41. MD.

...

The diagram in Figure 2 indicates that the pencil has

made about one-eighth of a turn.

A turn is one complete revolution.



CONTENT AND APPROACH

ar twc rays with a common

This leion presents an alternate

ra::: in the plane. The measure of

the aunt of turn.

Start the lesen off by discussing angles determined

by a rotation. sc.,Th /10.es can be seen in everyday

life. I:-fM)r to te ArnwinFr in Ficure I. The drawings are:

(1) a radio station s7,,ction dial; () a refrigerator control

dial; (3) a .tef,,rinc wlioel;
(

) a wrench turning a holt; and

a clo,7:k

Ti Tiea.nid es. to is ss is to make the notion

of an amount c.,. nin determined by a rotation more mean-

in rul

Demonstrate The -1-tation of a nencil on the stage of

Li overhead s;:ter. .Emphasie the definition: A turn

is one eorniet; :.7:-1;:t'Ion. Demonstrate such angles as those

fc:,nned by 2'-, 7, E c:f a turn. i.l.ake a. mark to record the

start. students will, find it difficult to

est1.2:::ate 7::he turn. This is good since it will

make the uc u of :y,alcci (!lreles page 27) more meEtningful.

[See Appendix A, Number 1
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LESSON 3 25

The second hand on a clock makes one turn .2very 6o

seconds. What part of a turn does it make in 15 seconds?

In 30 seconds?

The measure of an angle swept out by a rotation is the amount of turn.

Thus the measure of the angle swept out by the second

hand of a clock in 20 seconds is 1
of a turn.

THE SECOND
/TIAND WAS HERE

- OF A
3 TURN

Figure 3

20 SECONDS
LATER

To determine the amount of turn you must keep track of

the starting position.

What is the measure of the angle swept out by the minute

hand in 45 minutes?



LESSON 3 T

The clock face provides a familiar object to discuos the

measure of an angle swept out by a rotation. The second.hand

sweeps out * of a turn in 15 seconds and 1 of a turn in 30

seconds.

The measure of an angle swept out by a rotation is the

amount of turn. The question in the student's mind is how

one determines the amount of turn. The clock face is divi-

ded into 12 congruent arcs. In 20 seconds the second hand

sweeps by 4 of these 12 arcs. Hence, 4 out of 12 is of a
3

turn.

It is hoped that this type of thinking:, will lead to

more understanding, in later lessons, of the protractor as

a means of measuring angles.

NOTE: Lessons 1-5 are written so that it is unimportant

whether or not the student knows what a degree,

in angle measure, is.
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26 LESSON 3

The circle provides a u-;:-1,ful way of studying the angle

swent ott by an amount of turn.

A scale is provided in cases there the amount of turn

must be .easured carefully.

What part of a turn is necessary to change the T.V. from
channel 2 to 7? Use both directions. What do you notice about
the sum of the two fractions?

66



Thc iflustration

an electric frying i:a.1-1; a T.V. chl=alne-.1 .7,e1,:.ct,:,r; a 1-ie.1

and an altimeter. The students shculj be -;11[77

other objects from everyday life that an amnt
turn on seal e sort of: ...ale.

t.

It takes a turn to go from channel 2 to channel ,

turning the selector dial to the right. It takes of a turn

to go from 2 to 7 when turning the dial. to the left.

The students should notice that:
33 3.,

They should be able to generalize, although it is not nece-

ssary to do so at this time, that the two fractions in this

type of a situation add up to one. The booklet deals with

the question of indicated direction of rotation in Leson

Here are some computation problems that you may use at

this point: (See also page T 31.)

Solve for N.

( ) 28-7 = N, N=
8

(2)
23_

74.-1- = N N =

()I) 1.: = 1, N =

(5) N - = N
1:?

r
J. .;

16

(

(3) 1 - = =
.

( 6 ) - = =
8 20



LESSON 3

The circle in Figure 5 has been separated into 8 con-

gruent arcs.

STARTING
POSITION

FINAL POSITION

Figure 5

Each arc is what part of the circle?

The measure of the angle swept out is ; of a turn. Why?

The circle in Figure r; has been separated into 12 con-

gruent arcs.

Figure 6

STARTING
POSITION

FINAL
POSITION

The measure of the angle swept out is
16

turns.

Why?
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Explain conr:ruen,.::
e.

Point out that if two ,.t.11-.1c!:-

both divided intr.: arc , the a-e2

will not he c0r47'1,...1.1nt

In Figure 5, ,rc the circle. The 1::e7.:.sure

of the indicated aryl -- a turn br.:Co tho ray

swept through 3 of the a re .

Use Transparencies 3-1 through 3-r) to present a variety

of angles to the class. Check to see if they have the idea:

The measure of an angle is the ratio of the number of arcs

swept through to the total number of arcs in the circle. Give

them situations where the angle swept out is larger than one turn.

THINGS TO DISCUSS

1. Everyday situations where angles are formed by- a

rotation. (e.g. wheel, door, fan, ete.

9 Give situations where the measure of one angle is

and the other is found by subtracting from 1.

3. Discuss how the circle, divided into congruent arcs,

helps determine the amount of turn. Compare amount

of turn with amount of opening.

4. Give an angle whose measure is an improper fraction

and ask how many complete rotations were made. (e.g.

?..5_ turns indicates 2 complete rotations plus
1
- of a

12 12

turn more.)
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28 LESSON

POINT

1. What is a turn?

2. What is the measure of an angle swept out by a

rotation?

3. What was the measure of an angle as described in

Lessons 1 and 2?

4. Each arc of the circle in Figure 6, page 27, is what

part of the circle?

EXERCISES

1. The hours marked on a circular clock face divide the

circle into 12 congruent arcs. Each arc is what

part of the circle?

2. What is the measure of the angle you turn your T.V.

channel selector to go from channel 2 to channel 4?

Use the shorter direction. (See Figure 4, page 26.)

3. What is the measure of the angle swept out by the

hour hand in 7 hours?

4. Suppose an automobile has a speedometer with a

circular dial.

60
50 70

40 80

30

20

10 110
0 -120

The dial is scaled
from 0 mph to 120.
Each mark represents
5 mph.

a) Each small arc is what

90 part of the circle?

b) What is the measure of

the angle swept out when

accelerating from 0 to

40 mph?
100

IO



LESSON 3 T

ANSWERS TO 1 POINT

1. A turn is one complete revolution.

2. The measure of an angle swept out by a rotation is the

amount of turn.

3. The angle to be measured was compared to a unit angle.

The measure was the number of unit angles necessary to

fill up the opening of the angle to be measured.

4
1

.

12

ANSWERS TO EXERCISES

2.
3

of a turn.

7
3. 1.-2 of a turn.

4.

b.) $ of a turn or L42- of a turn. (Note: Equivalent8

120

fractions will be discussed in Lesson 4. Do not demand

reduced fractions.)
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LESSON 3

5. Through approximately what size angle do you turn

your phone dial when dialing the number 2?. The

number 5?

6. Through what size angle does the minute hand of a

clock turn in:

a) 1 hour

d) 3 hours

b) 30 min.

e) 15 min.

c) 20 min.

f) 30 seconds

7. One complete turn of the pedals (with no coasting)

makes John's bike travel nearly 14 feet. What angle

do the pedals turn through if the bike travels:

a) 42 feet b) 10 feet c) 21 feet

29
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ANSWERS CONT'D

5. ( The centers of the holes in the dial telephone are

approximately 300 apart. There is room for 12 evenly

spaced circle.)

a.) Notice that when you dial the number 2, each circle

is displaced 3 numbers, e.g., 9 moves to 6. Thus

the answer is
12
2 of a turn.

b.)
12

of a turn.

6. a.) 1 turn.

d.) 3 turns.

0
b.)

60
4 of a turn. c.)

To-
of a turn.2

2 .

e. )
60

of a turn. f. ) of a turn.
120

7. a.) 3 turns. b.) fl of a turn.
7

c.) 12 turns.

The student may solve these Exercises by setting up a pro-
portion. Example: 7. a.) = ; x = 3.14 h2



30 LESSON 4

CENTRAL ANGLES

An angle determined by two radii (pronounced ray-dee-i)

of a circle is called a central angle.

Figure 1

Radii OA and OB of
circle 0 form central
angle AOB.

The measure of the angle determined by the two radii is

the amount of turn necessary to make the two radii coincide.

What is the measure of L.A0B? This question cannot be

answered until there is an indication of the direction and

amount of rotation that is intended.

p1 4



OBJECTIVES

CENTRAL A GLIES

lit wIll able to by :11:n.wl.nr, the

stur.:nt L bi:! able to define a fl.t-cal anrle as

an detind by twc rajii 01 i

(.15ven wiLh the 'flifectiun re,tation

wil l. be able to ::ea ire the angle.

The unit measure is a fractional amount of turn.

The circle clivided into congrlient arcs as an aid in

do tertinlnj the measure.

Given an i) measure as a. fractional amount of turn,

an indicated Ciirection of rotation, and a circle divided

into :onrrurit arcs (a multiple of the denominator of

the given measure), the student will be able to draw a

central anF,le havin o the given meastne.

EQUIPMENT AND TEACHING AIDS

A dral::Ing compass, straightedge and Transparencies

3-1 through "3-H.

CONTENT AND APPROACH

Thi2 lesson gives additional work on the ability to

measure an ancrle using the amount of turn as the mea-

sure. The concept of a central angle helps relate the

measure of the angle to the number of conpruent arcs

swept out in a rotation.
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LESSON 4 31

For Example: (See Figure 1, page 30.)

Case 1. Hold OB fixed and turn OA in a counterclockwise

direction to meet OB. Then

AOB) = 3
0

of a turn.
1

Case 2. Hold OB fixed and turn OA in a clockwise direction

to meet OB. Then

m(L. AOB) = 3170 of a turn

Case 3. Hold OA fixed and turn OB in a clockwise direction

to meet OB. Then

m(L. AOB) = 130 ci' a turn.

Case 4. Hold OA fixed and turn OB in a counterclockwise

direction to meet OA. Then

m(LA0B) = 7 of a turn.

What do you notice about the sum of the fractions in

Case 1 and Case 2?
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LESSOn

In Lesson 8, the of a eln:Ydar rrt.ra,-tcr will be

related to the central anc,le.

Tho mea2ure of an angle formed by a rctaticn is re-

lated to the direction of the rctation.

The student shouJd notice that the :71m of the two

fractions in cases 1 and 2 and cases 3 and )4 is 1.

There is a small technical problem with the use of cen-

tral ar:aes since the sides of these anf7,1es are radii and

not rays.

Notice that we say that the angle is determined by the

radii. In Lesson 5, the students will see that these seg-

ments can be extended and not change the measure of the angle.

Test analysis from the first edition of this booklet

indicates that students were weak in answering the

following type of question: "A circle used to measure

an angle is divided into 20 congruent arcs. What

unit is being used to measure the angle?" Answer.-L
20

of a turn. Give special attention to the unit of

measure.



32 LESSON 4

To avoid the confusion caused by the various ways in

which a rotation can be made to make the radii coincide,

we use an arrow.

made.

The arrow in Figure 2 indicates how the rotation is

Figure 2

m( L DOT) =

The arrow indicates how

OD is rotated to meet

OT. The direction is

counterclockwise and the

amount of turn is

9 of a turn20

N/ POINT

1. What are the sides of a central angle?

2. Where is the vertex of a central angle?

3. How is the measure of a central angle determined?

EXERCISES

1. Imagine that you are looking down at the Earth

from the North Pole. Is the Earth turning in a

clockwise or a counterclockwise direction?
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THINGS TO DISCUSS

1. The :or an or:F:1e in thLI: 1(,son

dl-royn of rotation. examb.). in L-TXT. bae

D .1:7 on th,- C: is the c(!nter

tho e and T 1 on tiie sid.

the ::tatent: The Tasure OF the ancje

deter:::ined by tho t:wo radii iE; the a()unt of Lunn

ko thc twe Thc

tho of one ra(ilus

a: deterTnined 1w the direction and wount of turn.

ANSWERS TO Ner POINT

1. R 6:11.

At the center of the circle.

3. The amou:It or turn necessary to make the two radii

coincide.

ANSWERS TO EXERCISES

1. Counterclocwise direction.
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LESSON 4

2-6. Determine the measure of each of the following

central angles.

P. B m( z AOB) = of a turn.

3. m( LTIN) =

4. m( zPOW) =



THINGS TO DISCUSS CONT'D

Lhe of

r

t .

itC 1,.:1-17.1 the rt:

i5 impc,rtant. For xaJ, L DCT by

rotatinv: ma,..-..hine part. If tne mea51:re

the appearo the a5 when 1 t..7

r....easi.r.re is b'.1.1; the fact f;it
plete ticurns in addition to tt cf.' a ttrrn d c).1:

imnortance to the ,nan running the nich-.1.:1,.

ANSWERS CONT'D

3. of r1 turn
t:

l : 1' 4 1 6 i I.

turns.
1,

4 1 .. .... = -.. . --, = or 1 --7. n If necesn.Iw, 1,;:;-;o

this Opportunity to diseuzs chanfjnr a .!:iNed number

to an imnroner fraction and vi:-!e versa.



5. -,1( L KEN)

K

m( LCAD) =

LESSON 14

7. Which of the Exercises 2-6, show a central angle

formed by a clockwise rotation?

8-10. Draw a central angle having the given measure and

direction.

8. .8.3 of a turn. (clockwise direction)
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LESS:1

ANSWERS CON T' D

of z

and LCAD "loo 1.-shen you

reduce to lowe:It it:: is
;6

7. 3, 5 and 6.

8.

Ans:ers to Exercises -10 wi 1 to he

exact position of the angle here

positions in which to dra7:: the fir:A radius.
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LESf-_7,ON 4 35

9. 16
461- :rn ((,:ounterclockis firection)

10. 12 of a turn. (counterclockwise direction)

11. Three concentric circles are shown below..

a) How many congruent
arcs are marked off
on each circle?

b) How do the lengths of
the arcs on the three
circles compare?

c) Give the measure of each of the three central
angles.

m( LAOB) =

m( LCOD) =

m( LEO) =

84



ANSWERS CONT'D

10. Sc:fie students will
get this wrong be:!ause

will count 3 arcs
and draw the angle
There are arns, so
to ::ake 3 of a turn

have t onur,t;

arcs.

b. The arcs increase in length as the circles increase

in radius.

c. Each 3.neasurr- is of a turn. This Exercise will be
lb

i:]cwe ur in Lesson 5.
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36 LESSON 4

12. Three central angles are shown below. Give the mea-

sure of each angle. What do you conclude about the

measures of these three angles?

13. A set of fractions

In each set, circle

lent.

a)

1.,

ul

c)

d)

e)

is given in each exercise below.

the fractions which are equiva-

1 6 16 4o
lo'

2 2

15 1

32' 20 .

4 5
12'

9

15.

1

.

5

20' 3'

1 6

12'

2

2

2''3'

10 2

.

6
-g15' T,

E6



ANSWERS CONT'D

1 2

1.)
r. -f*

:rr.

turn

The n.r-asirris nre equivalent. 1,:cte, hc.wever, that the

directic)n of rotation is different for b.

1 lo
a. -7 anci

b.

c .

20
and

d.
6 5

LiTe ai.,1
'40

and
19

10
e. 77-- 3 and

9

Take this opportunity to work in equivalent fractions.

Take the circle in 12 c and double the number of

congruent arcs. The students should see that when the

denominator for the measure of the angle is doubled,

the numerator is also doubled. 15 x 2 = 30 .

x 2 48

See Appendix A for Worksheets Number Number 3, and

Number 4.
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Addisig and Subtracting Angles

1. The measure of anfT.le AC'B is

if. a turn.

1

Ineasure of anf-le BOC is

turn.

[rle measure of angle AOC is

t' a turn.
A

in( I._ ROT) = ,, of. a turn

m(L ROZ) = 1 of a turn

m(L ZOT) = of a turn

11
;. Ray MN is rotated 7.1- of a turn in a counterclockwise

.Iirection. Then MN is rotated 6 of a turn in a clock-

wise direction. How much farther will MN have to be

rotated in a clockwise direction before

its original position?

)1-10 Solve for N

i 2 24. + = 8.
5 -5

15. 3.- + 1- = N 9.
6 2

16 .
3
- + -_4 = N 10.

1

4 g

it returns to

1 + N = -La

2 N+ =
6

3 11-
8

+ 1-
3

= N
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LESSON 5

Answers. Adding and Subtracting Angles

1. -3 of a turn
10

2. to of a turn
72

3. -7
4

of a turn

4. 16 or 1
2.

5. ig or 13

6. 17 or l
15 15

7.

8.

9

5
8

4
9

5
6

10. 2 2
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38 LESSON 5

THE SIZE OF AN ANGLE

In Lesson 1 it was made clear that the size of an angle

does not depend on the length of its sides. The five angles

pictured in Figure 1 are all the same size.

Figure 1

INC

Remember that the sides of an angle can be thought of

as rays. A ray can be extended indefinitely.

In Lessons 3 and 4 circles divided into congruent arcs

were used to help measure the size of angles. Does the mea-

sure of an angle depend on the size of the circle used to

measure it?

Each of the three circles in Figure 2 have been divided

into 36 congruent arcs. Notice that the larger the circle- -

the longer the arc.
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THE SOME OF AN ANGLE

OBJECTIVES

Thy undetandlnr: that

the not depend cn the size of to

:easurirlent. he will be able to

meas,.;.re orc.e i.rs wo or /,-,^re different size circles.

2. Given an anule vertex lz at the center of a circle

divided ..njceonunt arcs, where the sides of the angle

do not lle. en an:: the 1:atrs, the student will be able

to anproximate the Treasure of the given angle. The unit

is a fractional amount of turn.

3. The student abl(, to demontrate his understanding of

nreisiGn in o:1 measurement by answering a question

like thLi.:

In Figure 3 circle A is

divided into 12 congruent

arcs and in Figure 2 circle

A is divided into 36 cong-

ruent arcs. Which circle

helps determine the more

precise measure of L. RAT?

Fig. 2



m(LA0B) =

m( L COD) =

m ( L EOF ) =

36
of a turn

5 of a turn

30
of a turn

Figure 2

Notice that, in each circle, the angle cuts off the

same number of arcs .

THE SIZE OF AN ANGLE IS DETERMINED BY THE AMOUNT OF TURN

The size of an angle does not depend on the size of

the circle used to measure it.
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LESS011

EQUIPMENT AND TEACHING AIDS

A drawing compass and Tr: nsnarencies 3-1 through 3

CONTENT AND APPROACH

This lesson zeroes in on two main ideas. The first is

that the size of an angle does not depend on the length of

its ',.1.des nor the size of the circle used to measure it.

The zecond relates to the ideas of approxmation and

preion.

Figure 2 on page 39 is useful for illustrating that the

size of an angle does not depend on the length of its sides

nor the size of the circle. Emphasize that the measure of

an angle is a measure of the amount of opening. The measure

of an angle will depend upon the number of congruent arcs

in the circle used to measure the angle. The size of the

angle, however, will stay constant regardless of the size

of the circle or the number of congruent arcs used.

Note that we are not using central angles in this lesson.

We have retained the circle with the vertex of the angle at

the center, but now the sides of the angle are rays.

Using the notion of a ray we can always extend the sides

of an angle so that they will cut the circle used to measure

the angle.



40 LESSON 5

The circle in Figure 3 has been separated into 20 con-

gruent arcs. The sides of the angle, in the figure, do not

lie on any of the marks. To measure this angle we must make

an approximation.

Example 1. Measure L TOM to the nearest whole unit.

Figure 3

Example 2. Measure LRAT.

94

Since the circle is di-

vided into 20 congruent
1

arcs, the unit is Ty of

a turn.

LTOM cuts otf 8 units

plus a little more.

m(L.TOM)--zz8(46- of a. turn)

20
a turn.

But to the nearest unit

m(LTOM) = A- of a turn.

-RAT cuts off less than

3 of the arcs. We write

m( LRAT) of a turn.

LRRT cuts off more than

2 of the arcs. We write

m(L.RAT) >2- of a
12

urn.



7

T,:easurel-lent72

blys a rle

attempt:.,, relat- -

unit and the si::e of the inter-val

These two ideas are euivaient: 7-he unit,

or mea2ure t..)e more precise the 7-he :1):1!:11.er

the into:rval in which the mea:;7Are the br,7:cise th

measure.

We favor the latter stateent a.. ..-7t,art, with

h( cause it 2ECnIS to give the stunt a. ..learr:r undertandin

cf what is meant by a better aporcatin a

precise measurement).

The student should view the unit s,hown in Y1 ').re

if ruler has been wrapped around the circ1J..-.. a a turn

ls a unit just; like 1 or of an inch arc unit:.

When we tall: about the meaure

we establish that it lies in an interval between and 2 flf

a turn.



OFT.

The !easure of L RAT :1 t"-i int.rval

between -2- of a turn and 3 of a turn.
12

7 2
of a turn< .n(LRAT)< 12 of a turn.

Hotice that the leLgth of this interval I s the unit

used to measure L.. RAT .

It appears ( looking at 'figure 4) that the measure of

L RAT is nearer
12

of a turn. Tile measure ofi! RAT to the
3nearest whole unit is -17 of a turn.

All measurements are approximations. A more precise

measure of an angle is one in which a better approximation

is obtained.

To have a more precise measure of an angle means the

measure lies within a smaller interval.

5a

Figure 5

(16

5b
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LE:-;SON

The measure oft.- RAT is st=thing that we :hal] never

know exactly. We can only hope to obtain a better approxi-

mation of this measure by making the interval smaller. We

make the interval smaller by using a smaller unit of ::':easure.

',lake the analogy to linear measurement. If the length

of a steel rod is known to be in an interval between 5.01

and 5.02 centimeters, we .lave a better approximation than if

we have an interval of say, 5.1 to 5.2 centimeters.

The students should gradually see that the length of

the interval depends on the size of the unit used.



42 LESSON 5

In Figure 5a:

of a turn< m(LTOM)< of of a turn.

The interval is 1 of circle A.

In Figure 5b:

6
of a tdrn<m(L.r0M)<: -g. of a turn.

The interval is 1T of circle A.

The smaller the interval that the measure lies in, the

better the approximation.

5
Thus,

24
of a turn is a better approximation of the

measure of t-TOM than of a turn.
lo

The measure of an angle can always be placed in an inter-

val whose length is equal to the size of the unit of measure.

Dividing a circle into more and more congruent arcs

makes the size of the .unit of measure smaller.

The smaller the unit , the more precise the measure.

What can be done to the circle in Figure 4, page 40, to get

a more precise measure of LRAT?



LESSON 5 r-'

4.

The students should be able to exi)lain the :tatement

in bold type on page 42. Have them explain what can be done to

the circle in Figure 3 tc obtain a more precise measure

of Z RAT.

THINGS TO DISCUSS

1. Discuss what an amount of opening means and how it

is related to: (a) the length of the sides of an

angle; (b) the size of the circle used to measure

the angle; (c) the number of congruent arcs that

the circle is divided into; and (I) the direction of

rotation.

2. Discuss what "to the nearest whole unit" means.

Emphasize that even after the measure of an angle

is "captured" in an interval, the student must make

the decision as to which end of the interval he

believes the measure to be nearest. That is, he must

round off to the nearest whole unit.

See Appendix A, Number 5 and Number 6
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LESSON 5

Exa:nple 3. :.ieasure L RAT to

the nearest :thole

unit.

Solution:
1?m(L RAT) = of a turn.
60

Figure 6

1
The unit used in Example 2, page 40, is .2-72- of circle A.

The unit used in Example 3 above is
60

of circle A.

of circle A < of circle A.1

thus, :*?3- of a turn is a better approximation of LRAT than ,33.1.

of a turn.

Dividing the same circle into more congruent arcs
gives a more precise measure of the angle.

/POINT

1. What can be done to circle 0 in Figure 3, page 40, in

order to obtain a more precise measure of LTOM?



THINGS TO DISCUSS CONT'D

J. Discuss what can be done to a circle in order Lo

obtain a-more precise measure. Use two circle on

the overhead to measure the same angle. Make one

circle have more congruent arcs than the other.

Try this with two circles having the same radus and

two circles having different radii. It is true

that the circle with the most congruent arcs will

give the more precise measurement - even if the

radii vary.

ANSWERS TO V POINT

1. Divide the circle into more than 20 congruent arcs.

11



44 LESSON 5

2. The "size" of an angle depends on which of the following?

a. The length of its sides.

b. The amount of opening between its sides.

c. The "size" of the circle used to measure it.

d. The "size" of the unit angle used to

measure it.

3. A circle used to measure an angle is divided into 40

congruent arcs. What is the unit being used to measure

the angle?

4. Explain how dividing a circle into more congruent arcs

gives a more precise measure of the angle.

EXERCISES

1. Circle R is divided into 18 congruent arcs. In using

Circle R to measure an angle to the nearest unit, what

is the unit? (Use amount of turn.)

2. Circle 0 is divided into 360 congruent arcs.

a) In using circle 0 to measure an angle to the

nearest unit, what is the unit?

b) Besides a part of a turn, what other name is given

to this unit?
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LP,SSON 5

ANSWERS TO N/ POINT CONT'D

2. b. The size of an angle is constant. The measure

of an angle varies with the size of the unit used.

1
3. of a turn

4. It makes the unit of measure smaller and this causes

the measure to lie in a smaller known interval.

ANSWERS TO EXERCISES

1
1. giof a turn

2. a. 1 of a turn
36o

b. Some students may know this to be a degree. Do

not mark them incorrect if they do not knew. This

question opens up a discussion leading to the next

lesson.

1C3



LESSON 5

3. Which will give the more precise measure of an
angle:

a) A circle divided into 50 congruent arcs or

b) the same circle divided into 100 congruent arcs?

4-6. Measure each of the following angLes to the nearest
whole unit. Use tl,e indicated unit.

4. m( LSAD) = of a turn

5. m( LNED) =

6.

11.C4

( zTAR) =



LESSON 5

ANSWERS CONT'D

3.

4.

5.

6.

b.
4 orof a turn

6 orof a turn
64 1

24 turns or

of a turn
3

of a turn
3

3 turns
or40 40
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46 LESSON 5

7-9. Estimate the measure of each of the following angles
to the nearest whole unit.

7. m( LSIT)=

8.

of a turn.

9. m( LAID) =

m( L TIL) =



LE3SON

ANSWERS CONT'D

Exercises 7-9 are more difficult than Exercises 4-6 in that

they show angles where neither side lies on a scale mark.

3
7. iz of a turn or

3. of a turn or
36

5

1
0 of a turn:

-r

9

1

6

of a turn

of a turn



LESSON 6
47

WHAT IS A DEGREE?

When an angle is formed by the rotation of a ray, the

measure of the angle is the amount of turn.

FINAL
POSITION

1----. FIRST
_________., POSITION

Figure 1

In Lessons 3, 4 and 5, the circle was an aid in deter-

mining the amount of turn.

A REVIEW (Complete the following statements.)

(1) The vertex of the angle was located at

(2) The circle was divided into

(3) An arrow indicated

(4) A ratio of the number of arcs "swept out" by one

side of the angle to

is a measure of the angle.



Lesson

WHAT IS A DEGREE?
OBJECTIVES

1. To introduce the degree as a unit of measure for angles.

The student is able to define a degree as of a turn.

The student is able to convert an angle measure from a

fractional amount of turn to degree measure and vice

versa.

4. The stujent 1..113 be able to determine the measure of an

angle in degrees when (3) the vertex el' the angle is

at the center of a circle, (2) an arrow indicates the

direction and amount of rotation, (3) the circle is

divided into congruent arcs, and (4) the sides of the

angle cut the circle.

5. The student recognizes and can describe a right angle as

an angle swept out by a 4 turn and a straight angle as

an angle swept cut by a 1 turn.

6. Given a measure in degrees and a circle divided into

congruent arcs, tie student will be able to draw an

angle having that measure.

EQUIPMENT AND TEACHING AIDS

A drawing compass, straightedge and Transparencies

3-1 through 3-5.

ANSWERS TO REVIEW QUESTIONS

1 the center of a circle.
2 a number of congruent arcs.
3 the direction of rotation.

4 the total number of arcs in the circle

1C9
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LESSON o

2a

Figure 2

2b

Example 1. Figure 2a shows an angle formed by a rotation

in a counterclockwise direction. The amount

of rotation is less than a turn. Since the

circle is divided into 16 congruent arcs, the

unit for measuring the amount of rotation is

lo
1 of a turn. The measure of the angle is

L.

16 of a turn.

Example 2. Figure 2b shows an angle formed by a rotation

in a clockwise direction. The amount of

rotation is greater than a turn. The measure
20 4

of the angle is TE or 1 7 turns.

We call a quarter turn a right angle. How many right

angles are there in a complete turn?

The angle swept out in Figure 2a is a right angle.

How many right angles were swept out by the rotation shown

in Figure 2b?
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CONTENT AND APPROACH

T

It is assumed that most students know what a right

angle is (they can identify or draw one) and that they will

remenber that the measure of a right angle is 90°. Review

with them that two prependicular lines form four right angles.

We now relate the degree to arcs of a circle. Lessons

3, 4 and 5 have given us sufficient background to allow the

student to understand the degree as a unit of angle measure.

Transparency 3-5 is a circle divided into 360 congruent

arcs. Each arc determines an angle (whose vertex is at the

center of the circle) of one degree.

See Appendix A, Number 7 and Number 8
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LESSON 6

The angle swept out by a half turn also has a special

name. It is called a straicrht angle. How many quarter

turns are there in a straight angle?

Figure 3

!om previous werl: in r.i.timatics you may remember

that the measure of a rd4it angle is 90 degrees.

A degree is the most comonly used unit for measuring

angles.

What is a degree and where did it come from?

The degree is relqted to arcs of a circle. We inherited

the degree from the amient Sumerians who lived near the

Tigris and Euphrates Rivers several thousand years ago. The

Sumerians used a calendar of 12 months, each month having

30 days.
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OTHER UNITS OF ANGLE MEASURE
!...! IT; 7 a

Radian. A central angle in r: -..1.11e by an

arc whcse crtth P iai tu hc.: railu cC the

circle. Thus the ran c-,f an angle

i7 the ratic 0:: the ar tc the

the wnih :.:entra:1

angle. Radian nea.,-,ure fre.ntly used in

scientiflc

Ar lonFth can b": r:,eter:::!_neJ Ly the for-

mula S = R ;h:r o !,nth; is the

measure of the subeneu Lntr.ai 1!(..;le in radians

and R is the radius of the cirle.

- a - "n `./
r, 7'

1 rn(Aian = Y17 :17 IV;

Mil. This unit lends itself t/:: ac:urate approximation

in measuring at great ditanc.:-c. It is some-

times used in certain military activitie. A

mil is apprchLately that subtends a

length of one unit at a distahe of one thou-

sand units. In a :..omplete revc-lution there

would be -77- '1000 or 6.113 alch units. For
1convenience the mil is defined as of a

Clloo
complete rotation.

1 mil .000 - = radans

1-= ( mils1°
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50 LESSON 6

The Earth travels around the sun once each year. The

path of its travel is almost circular.

93,000,000
MILES

Figure 4

EARTH

This drawing

is not to

scale. Why?

If the year were exactly 360 days (every so often the

Sumerians had to add extra days to their year ), the Earth

in its annual passage around the sun would pass through one

degree per day.
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LESSON 6 T W

The degree comes from the sexagesimal mea.7ure of an

angle. In this system, one complete revolution is divided

into 360 parts. Each part is called a degree. One degree

is divided into 60 parts, with each part called a minute and one

minute is divided into 6o parts, with each part called a second.

THINGS TO DISCUSS

1. Discuss the review 2uestions on page 217 as they will

provide a basis for introducing the full circle pro-

tractor in Lesson b.

2. Relate right angles to perpendicular lines. A

straight angle is related to a line by pointing out

(See Figure 3) that whLn a ray is rotated of a

turn, its original position and its final position

determine a line.

3. There are many common units of linear measure, but

the typical student only hears of one unit of angle

measure, i.e., the degree. Point out the arbitrar-

iness of this unit. Let them make up a special

unit, say 1-of a turn, and give it a name.
20

Suggested Activity. Have Students Convert Their Locker

Combination to Degree Measure.
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LESSON 6

Figure 5

51
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The circle in Figure 5 is divided into 360 congruent

arcs. Each arc determines a central angle of one degree.

of a turn = I degree
360
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THINGS TO DISCUSS CONT'D

They can use this special unit to measure nngles. The

degree has survived down through the ages because it is a

convenient unit. A small unit is necessary because one wants

to assign a different measure (when rounding to the nearest

whole unit) for angles which vary slightly in their amount
1of opening. For example, if 75- of a turn were used as a

standard unit, then two angles, say m(LA) = 20- and m(L B)

, would both receive the same measure, nnmely 1 unit, when

rounded off to the nearest whole unit. For most cases, there

is too much of a difference betweenLA andLP, to round off

the measure to one unit and thus it would be necessary to

give a fractional part to the measure of each of these angles.

Point out to the students that a smaller amount of turn

than I would cause the scale markings to be nearly illegible
300

even on a. circle as large as the one in Figure
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Exn..-rpl 3. Give the measure of LCAR as a part f a

t'Jrn and in degrees.

LCAR) = -7,7 of a turn.
1.n

X

360

4.2o 30
18.20 3b0 . Thus,

x = 80.

Therefore, m( LCAR) = 12- of a turn and
360

8o
Te5 of a turn = 80°.

"o"
The symbol is read degrees.

1
Example 4. How many degrees is 7 of a turn?

There are 360° in one turn.

(36o°) = 120°

Example 5. Convert 135° to the corresponding

fractional amount of turn.

135° 3.45° 3

T55 8747 8

Answer: 135
o

=
8

of a turn.
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LESS I: 6

THINGS TO DISCUSS CONT'D

h. Discuss the Examples on page 52. Some time :Inould be

spent here in helping the students convert from. amounts

of turn to degree measure and vice versa. Each example

shows a different approacri. In Example 3, a proportion

is set up. This provides a good time to work with pro-

portions.

In Example 4, one turn is 3E,0° so 2. of a turn is times
3- 0

3b0 . Here the students can obtain some practice in

multiplying fractions by whole numbers.

In Example 5, the student is reducing a fraction.

5. Discuss questions on page 57.

Test analysis from the first edition of this booklet in-

dicates that students were weak in converting degree

measure to an amount of turn and vice versa. Special

emphasis should be put on Examples 3 - 5, page 52.
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LES2ON 6 53

/POINT

1. What special name is given to angles formed by

(a) one-quarter of a turn?

(b) one-half turn?

2. What makes a central angle different from angles

in general?

3. A degree is what part of a turn?

4. Explain how a dgree is determined.

EXERCISES

1. How any degrees in:

1 1
a) IT of a turn b) of a turn c) 1 turn

1 , -D

d) of a turn e) 1'7 turns f) 3-1 turns

2. How many degrees in

a) a right angle?

b) a straight angle?

3. Give the measure of each of the following angles in

degrees.

a) m(LMAD) =

b) m(LMIT) =

120



LESSON

ANSWERS TO ./ POINT

1. (a) a right angle

(b) a straight angle

J

A central angle is determined by two radii of a circle.

Thus, its vertex is at the center of a circle and its

sides are segments. It is an angle in the sense that

the segments can be extended to form rays.

1 of a turn.
3o0

4. When a circle is divided into 360 congruent arcs, each

arc determines a central angle whose measum is 1°.

ANSWERS TO EXERCISES

1. a.) 90° b.) 180° c.) 360°

d.) 1200 e.) 4.9° f.) 1170°

2. a.) 90° b.) 180°

J. a.) 120° b.) 20°
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LESSON 6

6. A circle is divided into 8 congruent arcs.

a) How many degrees will be measured by each arc?

b) A central angle of this circle cuts off three of

the eight arcs. What is the measure of this angle

in degrees?

7. A circle is divided into 24 congruent arcs.

a) How many degrees will be measured by each arc?

b) A central angle of this circle cuts off 18 of the

24 arcs. What is the measure of this angle in

degrees?

8. A circle is divided into 36 congruent arcs.

a) How many degrees will be measured by each arc?

b) Central angle STU of this circle has a measure

of 2 36 turns in a counterclockwise direction.

Draw L STU.

c) What is the measure of LSTU.in degrees?

124
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LESSON 6

ANSWERS CONT'D

6. a) 45° b) 135°

7. a) 15° b) 270°

8. a) 10°

c )

b)

750°
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56 LESSON 6

9-12. Estimate the measure of each of the following angles

in degrees by:

(1) Use a drawing compass to draw a circle using

the vertex of the angle as the center. You

decide what radius to use.

(2) Divide the circle into a number of congruent

arcs. Use your judgment as to how many arcs

to use. Mark off the arcs by estimating their

positions.

9

10. m( FAR)..--

11.

0

12. m( L_ RIP)

rn(L MOT)
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. 1.E 6

SUGGESTION:

rp

This pa.ge is too crowded to draw circles for

each angle. Have the students trace each angle

onto separate pieces of paper. One way to obtain

convenient arc marks is to fold the paper, through

the center of the circle, into fourths, eighths,

etc., and then estimate the position of any

needed intermediate marks.

ANSWERS CONT'D

50o

20. 120°

11. 25°

12. 70°

(Answers will vary by about 5° either way. )



LESSON 6 57

DISCUSSION QUESTIONS

1. What is a degree?

2. How are a degree and an inch alike?

3. Discuss applications where an angle whose :neasure

is greater than 3600 might be found.

LI.. The circle in Figure 5, page 51, is C.:_vided into 360

congruent arcs. The circle drawn below is also divided

into 360 congruent arcs. Discuss t;le following state-

ment: Each arc determines a central angle of one

degree regardless of the size of the circle.
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LESSU,T 6 T

ANSWERS TO DISCUSSION QUESTIONS

1. A unit of angle measure- 7kb of a turn. Ask what makes

the degree special. Does anyone know of any other

standard units for angle measure? See pages T 49-T 50.

They are both units of measure. The inch measures an

amount of opening between two points on a line. The

degree measures an amount of opening between two rays

having a common endpoint.

3. In situations where an angle has been swept out and the

total number of complete rotations is important. Some

Exercises in Lesson 3 presented situations where the mea-

sure of the angle was greater than 360°.

'4. Although the arcs on the circle on page 57 are much smaller

than the arcs on page 51, one degree is still determined

by one arc. Refer back to Exercise 11, page y.. The

students should see that for different size circles the

arcs change size, but the size of one degree is constant.



58 LESSON 7 (optional'

DIALS AND GAUGES

Many dials and gauges are either (1) circular or (2) have

which is based on a circular design. Some examples

ure included in the following

.11

- a'

"t1.4 aft gill'.

exercises.

1. An electronic timer such as the

one pictured to the left will

turn appliances and lights on

(and off) automatically.

Using the settings shown in the

picture, the lights will go

"on" at 9 p.m. and "off" at

1 a.m.

When the markings are extended, the smaller angle formed

by each numbered marking with the numbered markings on either

side has a measure of 15°. (The 15° angle formed by the

3 p.m. and 4 p.m. markings is indicated by dotted rays.)

On the setting shown above, the smaller angle formed by

the 9 p.m. and 1 a.m. markings has a measure of 60° (4 x 150).

(a) What will be the angle formed by the markings for

the following settings? (Move from the 1st to the

2nd setting in a counter-clockwise direction.)

First Setting

9 p.m.

7 p.m.

6 p.m.

8 p.m.

Second Setting Angle Measure

5 a.m.

12 midnight

2 a.m.

6 a.m.

100

120° (8 x 15°)



(cAltional)

DIALS AND GAUGES

OBJECTIVES

1. Given a circ:.11ar dial or gauge, the student will be

able to detetmine the meaure 3n des deterinedby

given markings on the :7.''tile of the dial or

gauge.

CONTENT AND APPROACH

As indicated, the use of this' lesson is optional.

The examples in the EXERCISES illustrate dials and gauges

whose scales are based on a circular design (in some cases,

only part of a circle is ut:,lized). It is not necessary

that the student understand angle measure prior to being

able to read the gauges shown. However, it would be im-

possible to calibrate or design these gauges without an

understanding of angle measure.

ANSWERS

1. (a)

First Setting

9 p.m.

7 p.m.

6 p.m.

8 p.m.

Second Setting Angle Measure

5 a.m. 120°

12 midnight
75o

2 a.m. 120°

6 a.m. 150°
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LESSON 7

(b) For each angle measure, give a pair of settins

whose markings, when extended, will. form an angle.

of that size. (There are several for each part.)

Angle Measure Settings

135° on at off at

900 on at , off at

210° on at , off at

on at , off at

lo 20 3o,,m000 io so lot)

2. On the speedometer to

the left, part of the

needle which indicates

1 speed is hidden from

-J view (indicated by

dotted line).

The entire needle pivots on a point and the end of the needle

follows a circular path as it moves. In the above speed-

ometer as the needle moves from 0 to 20 m.p.h., the degree

measure of the angle formed is approximately 20°.

(a) As the car accelerates or decelerates from the first

speed to the second speed, give the measure of the angle

formed by the needle as it moves from the first speed to

the second speed.

First Speed Second Speed Angle Measure

0 m.p.h. 40 m.p.h. 40°

20 m.p.h. 80 m.p.h.

30 m.p.h. 50 m.p.h.

(b) Using the speedometer needle, describe three different

ways for determining an angle of 40°.

First Speed

Second Speed
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ANSWERS

141)) There are several possible answers for each part.

Conditions for correct answers are given belov.

Angle Measure Settings

1.35°
0

900

210°
150

9 hour difference

6 hour difference

14 hour difference

1 hour difference

2.(a) First Speed Second Speed Angle Measure

0 m.p.h. 40 m.p.h. 400

20 m.p.h. So m.p.h. 60o

30 m.p.h. m.p.h. 20°

(b) There are several possibilities. To determine an angle

of 40°, the difference between the first speed and

second speed should be 40 m.p.h.
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60

The pasoline gauge on a car looked like this

when there were 2 gallons of gasoline in the

tank. Estimate the number of gallons of gas-

oline in the tank for each gauge-reckling be-

low.

[A] [B] [C] [D]

(a) (b) (c) (d)

21. The timer pictured at the right will

time intervals up to 60 minutes long.

The timer shown is set for an inter-

val of 40 minutes. (Assume the

vertical pointer is on "0".)

(a) The circular dial on the timer has been divided into

how many congruent arcs?

(b) Each arc is what fraction of the circle?

(c) What is the degree measure of each arc?

134
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LESSON 7

ANSWERS.

3. (a) 16 gal. (b) 2 gal. (c) 10 gal. (d) 5 c:al.

4. (a) 60

(b)

60

(c) 6°

NOTE: The answers for exercise 4 are based on counting all

markings on the dial. If only the numbered markings

were counted, the answers would be 12, 1 , and 300.

12
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LESSON 7

(d) Give the degree measure of each angle indicated.

m (L3.) =

m (L2) =

I

Al. ,

4.. .04%1
- 4. ' ''//

;

::10 ,11:

(b) Using the settings pictured

m

136

m (L3) =
m (L4)

5. The outer dial of

the barometer pic-

tured to the left

is divided into 40
congruent arcs.

(Using numbered

markings only.)

(a) What is the degree

measure of the

smaller angle (1-1)

pictured?

m(L1) =

above,

m (L3)
=



LESSON 7

ANSWERS

4.(d) m(L_1) = 60° m(L_ 3) = 150°

m(L- 2) = 300° in(L_ 24) = 210°

5. ( a ) rr, ( L.. 1) = 45°

(b) m(L.. 2) = 135° m(L. 3) = 180°

NOTE: The answers above assume the following:

4(d) : The vertical pointer is set on floll.

T

5(a-b): The pointers are set on the nearest numbered

marking.
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6. The outer dial (0 to 500g.)

of the spring scale pictured

to the right is divided into

100 congruent arcs.

As the pointer moves from

0 to 500g., it moves through

an angle of 330°. Therefore,

the small angle indicated by

the dotted rays has a

measure of 3.3°.

(a) What is the measure

of the angle formed

as the pointer moves

from Og. to each of

the following

settings?

Setting Degree Measure

155 g. 102.3° (31 x 3.3°)

100 g.

250 g.

400 g.

LESSON 7

The pointer above indicates

a weight of 155 g.

(b) Using the dials of the scale, give the approximate

weight in grams equivalent to each of the following

weights in ounces. (The ounce scale is on the inner

part of the circle.)
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LESSON 7

ANSWERS

T

6.(a) Setting Degree Measure

155 g 102.3°

100 g 66°

250 g 165°

400 g 264°
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LESSON 7

Weight in ounces Weight in grams

6 oz. 170 g.

9 oz.

3.6 oz.

4 oz.

92 oz.

(c) A pound is equivalent to approximately how many

grams?

FOLLOW-UP . . .

The dials and gauges are only a sample of the dials and

gauges that could have been shown. Bring in dials and gauges

(or pictures of them) whose scales are based on a circular

design. Describe the angles formed as the indicator or

needle moves from one marking to another.



LESSDN 7

ANSWERS

6. (b) Weight in ounces Weight in grams

6 oz. 170 a.

9 oz. 255 g.

16 oz. 1i. .35 g. (or 454 g.)

4 oz. 115 g.

91oz. 270 cr.

(c) 455 g. (or 454 g.)

Answer depends on the preciseness oC the approximation.

CONTENT AND APPROACH

The section entitled FOLLOW-UP indicates a class or

individual project that could be used in conjunction with

this lesson. Pictures of gauges could be used to make over-

head transparencies to aid class discussion of the angle

measures involved with these other gauges.

Some of the pictures in this section were taken from

an angle and may cause some scale distortion. The answers

given assume that no scale distortion has occurred.
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LESSON 8

THE CIRCULAR PROTRACTOR

A circular protractor is an instrument for measuring

angles. It is a copy of a circle that has been divided into

congruent arcs. (Usually 360 arcs are used so that each arc

corresponds to one degree.)

A circular protractor measures an angle by treating the

angle as if it were a central angle.

Figure 1

OOOO iteI
4 4

rrr'

Vr

A

AA
to "HT,

aR

The center of the circular protractor is placed on the

vertex of the angle.

The sides of the angle are extended, if necessary, so

that they cut the circle.

What is the measure ofL_SAD to the nearest degree?
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THE CIRCULAR PR ACTOR

OBJECTIVES

The student is able to demonstrate his understanding of

the statemer,t: A circular protractor measures an angle

by treating the angle as if it were a central .n Ile.

will be able to make a statement like: "The center

of the circular protractor is placed on the vertex of

the angle and the "sides" of the angle arc extended, if

necessary, so that they cut; the circle"

2. The student is able to compare the "unit angle" concept

with the "unit arc" concept in using a circular protractor.

He will be able to make a statement like: "The unit

angle, whose vertex is at the center of the protractor, will

determine a unit arc on the protractor."

J The student is able to state that one degr':e equals

sixty minutes and one minute equals sixty seconds.

EQUIPMENT AND TEACHING AIDS

Plastic unit angle wedges to serve es unit angles. Full

circle protractors (one for each student). Transparencies

3-2 through 3-5.

CONTENT AND APPROACH

The student should see how placing a circular protractor

over an angle, so that the vertex coincides with the center,

is related to his previous experience in Lessons 3,4,5 and 6.



LESSON 8

A COMPARISON

In Lessons 1 and 2 an angle was measured b; first

selecting a unit angle, then determining how many copies of

this unit angle would "fill up" the opening of the other angle.

Unit Angle

Figure 2

0
T

The Angle to be Measured

m(L-TOP) = 8 unit angles (To the nearest)
whole unit.

In Lessons 3-7 we have been looking at angles formed by

a rotation. The measure of such an angle is the amount of

turn. A circle divided into congruent arcs makes it easier

to measure an amount of turn.

Figure 3

m(LTOP) =
4

of a turn.

(To the nearest)
whole unit.

The unit used in Figure 3 is -14- of a circle. What is
2

the unit used in Figure 1? Which unit is more precise? Why?
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LESSON 8
T 65

Draw an angle liked -POT, page 65, on the overnend pro-

jector. Use the smallest plastic angle wedge as a unit

angle and measure L. POT. This will review the use of a

unit angle. Then place transparency 3-4 over L.- POT. Now

compare the use of the 36 congruent arcs in measuring L- POT

to the use of the 10° angle wedge.

The students should come to the determination that these

two concepts are tightly related and that in both instances

it is the amount of opening that is being determined.

Thus when the student is using the protractor he should

see that he is using a unit angle (1°) in the form of

counting unit arcs.
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VU LESSON 8

DISCUSSION QUESTIONS

1. How does the circular protractor use both the "unit

angle" (Figure 2) and the "unit arc" (Figure 3) ideas

for measuring angles?

2. How is the unit angle of 1° related to the circle

divided into 21,600 congruent arcs?

3. In what way does the circular protractor treat every

angle like it was a central angle?

4. How can a circular protractor be used to measure an

angle whose measure is greater than 3600?
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LESSON

ANSWERS TO DISCUSSION QUESTIONS

1. An angle is determined by an arc and an arc determines

an angle. When we use a protractor we count arcs, but we

can think we are counting, unit angles and it amounts to

the same thing.

2. A central angle of 1° will subtend 60 of these congruent

arcs. The unit angle of 1°, in this case, would not

yield as precise a measure as the unit arc, i.e.,

of a turn.

3. The center of the protractor is placed on the vertex of

the angle and the two radii are determined by where the

sides of the angle meet the circle.

4. By counting 360° for each full rotation; measuring the

angle whose measure is less than 360"; and adding these

two measurements.
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LESSON 8

MINUTES AND SECONDS

67

Modern mass production methods require that parts be

machined to size limitations which allow Darts to be easily

interchanged.

Figure L.

In many industrial applications angles must be measured

precisely and the degree is not a small enough unit. In

these cases the degree is divided up into smaller units.

One degree is divided into 60 parts.

Each part is called a minute.

1
o

= 60' (The symbol ' is read minutes.)

One minute is divided into 60 parts.

Each part is called a second.

1' = 60" (The symbol is read seconds.)
10 = ? "

A measurement of 38 degrees, 42 minutes, 16 seconds is

written as 38° 42' 16" and means: 38° + 42' + 16".
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ut twe of jnL. tn-

decimal -jegrees and Th. 1:

expeir..,ted to muster 1)Jt

=La11er units

The nal:le deree, oHer

Heat 1 often Ine,:n;ured In d,=!p:recs, but ieg..rees Gf

and degrees of angle nre not Led i ce .Dhd:: of

anjle and mihue!: and :.econds ef t.1.!ne ;-re rel!:t...:d In .n:e snse

t 00 seconus

The symbols for minute and second:: o rrel e mea::ure

can be confused with the :ymbois Cor feet and inches rspect-

ively. In Figure the angle n:,.asure shown is dc::g.rees,

51 minutes. The l.Locotdimensions are given in inches.

The symbol for degrees can also be confused with the

symbol for a :ero exponent.

Remind student that, of the three unit:

second and degree, the second is the smallest and there-

fore the more precise.
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68 LESSON 8

Degree measures are often written in decimal form. Thus,

it is sometimes necessary to convert these measures to the

correct number of degrees, minutes and seconds.

Example 1. Convert 62.82° to the correct number of degrees,

minutes and seconds.

Solution: 62.82° = 620 + .82°. We must

convert .82":' to minutes and seconds.

Since 1° = 3,600" we can set up a proportion:

3600" N .82° x 3600"

1° .82° 1°

Thus N = 2,952". Now 1' = 6o". Think: What

number times 60" equals 2,952".

6o 2952. By division we see that

2,952" = 49 x 60" + 12".

= 49 x 1' + 12"

Thus, .82° = 2,952" = 49' + 12".

So 62.82° = 62° 49' 12".
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LESSON 8

Discuss Examples 1 and 2 with the class, outlining the

reasons for each step. Do not require that the students

master this computation.

Example 1. It is the .82° that must be converted. P.

proportion can be set up or the students can

be led to see that if 1° = 3,600" than

.82 x 1° .82 x 3,600". Dividing 2,952"

by 60" gives the number of minutes in 2,952

seconds.

In expanded form: 62° 4r,-,1 12" = 62° i 45' + 12"

= (62
49 12 )°.

60 360o

Example 2. 14' 24" means i1' + 24". Converting 14' to

seconds allows us to find the total number

of seconds. Than we must find what part

this is of a degree.

An alternate way (rather than use a proportion)

would be to see 18° 14' 24" as

14 24

6o 3600

(18 .1-L + 24
6o 3600

14 x 6o+ 24

3600

864 = .24 .

3600
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Example 2. Convert 18° 14' 24" to degrees in decimal form.

Solution: We must convert 14' 24" to degrees.

. 6o" so 14' = 14 x 6o" = 840".

Thus 14' 24" = 840" + 24" = 864".

1° = 3600". 1°

3600" 864"
N =

10 x 864"

3600"

Thus N = .24° and 18° 14' 24" = 18.249

POINT

1. How many minutes are there in one degree?

2. Is an angle measure of 2,785" greater than or

less than 10?

EXERCISES

1. How many seconds are there in one degree?

2. A circle would have to be divided into how many

congruent arcs if each arc is to measure 1 second

of angle?

3. Complete the following conversions:

(a) 180' = (c) =

(b) 900' = (d) 18,000" =

4. ConVert the following degree measures to the correct

amount of degrees, minutes and seconds.

(a) 5.5° (b) 47.25°

(c) 13.19° (Hint: Multiply .19 times 3600".)

5. Convert the following angle measures to degrees

in decimal form.

(a) 5° 15' (b) 137° 42' (c) 58° 28' 12"
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LESS011 8

ANSWERS TO N/POINT

10 = 6o'

Tess than 1° since 1° = 3,600

Answers to Exercises

1. 3,600 = 1°

2. 1,296,000 congruent arcs

3. a) c) 20

b) 15° d) 5°

4. a) 5° 30 b) 147°11
I n

c) 1.3° 11 24

5. a) 5.25° b) 137.7° c) 58.47°



70 LESSON 9

HOW MANY DEGREES?

A VARIETY OF SHAPES AND SIZES

Protractors come in a variety of shapes and sizes.

Some of these are pictured in the back of this booklet in

APPENDIX D

Pegurdless of shape or size, all protractors are read

a similar mariner. If the protractor you are using is not

like the ones pictured in this lesson and you can not deter-

mine it is read, consult APPENDIX D or your teacher for

THE SHAPE OF A PROTRACTOR IS . . .

The protractors you will use in this booklet are for

the most part either (1) circular or (2) semi-circular in

shape. \\.001,1intoolitiquirrift

k .10 s° ° 10 7//0" / A
0

A:P

A
coo =

Qob

ez,

a 4

TO BE EXPLORED .

V- 0
v,B,

=_
ir

e s/
4

°° 061 09i 013 (6\ \s0/
ftwonthoshillInolmowo

Is it necessary for a protractor

to be circular or semi-circular?

To explore the question above, refer to APPENDIX E at

the back of this booklet.
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LESSON

HOW MANY DEGREES?

OBJECTIVES

1. Given a drawing of an angle whose measure is between 0°

and 360°, the student will be able to measure the angle

to the nearest degree under the following conditions:

a. When the angle is determined by...

(1) two intersecting lines, or

(2) two rays having a common endpoint.

b. Using either a...

(1) circular protractor, or...

(2) a semi-circular protractor.

c. With the protractor in standard position

(one ray through the zero point).

d When the "sides" of the angle must be extended

to get a reading on the protractor scale.

It is assumed that the protractor used is of sufficient

quality to enable an accurate reading to the nearest

degree.

Given an angle whose measure is between 0° and 360°,

the student will be able to give a reasonable

estimate (a 10
o tolerance) of the measure in degrees.

EQUIPMENT AND TEA CHING A IDS

A. STUDENT

1. Semi-circular protractor (1 per student)

2. Circular protractor ( 1 per student)

B. TEACHER

1. Overhead projector

2. Projection screen

*3. Acetate protractors (circular and semi-circular)
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LESSON 9 71

USING A CIRCULAR PROTRACTOR .. .

In some situations, a c ircular protractor may be more

suitable for measuring angles .

Using the circular pro-

tractor to the left, ...

m(L A0B)

m(L- AOC)

m(L AOD)

m( L. AOE)

= 50°
= 120°

= 150°
= 240°

When reading the angle measures listed above, ...

(1) the center point of the protractor is on the vertex

of the angle.

(2) one side (ray) of the angle passes through the zero

point on the protractor scale.

(3) the number on the protractor scale corresponding to

the other ray gives the measure of the angle.



LE3SON 9

CONTENT AND APPROACH ( for nap;e TO)

Protractors differ in their markings, especially in the

manner the center point of the circular scale is indicated.

The protractors pictured in the booklet represent what seem

to be more commonly available in department stores, drug stores,

etc.

APPENDIX D is to be used as a reference for the student

and illustrates the use of several common protractors in mea-

suring angle size. This section may be of 11:...lp to the student

who has a protractor unlike the one pir:.tured in the booklet

and exposes the student to the variety of protractors available

on the commercial market.

APPENDIX E is designed as an enrichment lesson and project

for those students who are not sufficiently challenged by the

text material.

CONTENT AND APPROACH (for page 71)

The use of a circular protractor is demonstrated when it .....,

is placed in standard position (one ray through the zero point

on the protractor scale). Use the acetate protractor and the

overhead projector to further illustrate the three points

listed at the bottom of the page. The student was initially

exposed to a circular protractor in Lesson 8.

Conditions under which a circular protractor is more

convenient to use than a semi-circular protractor is a topic

for discussion at a later date after the student has had

experience in using both. When demoristrating both the cir-

cular protractor and the semi-circular protractor (p. 72),

include situations where the sides must be extended to get

a reading on the protractor scale (see p.8 ).
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72 LESSON 9

USING A SEMI-CIRCULAR PROTRACTOR . . .

:lost of the protractors which you see for sale in de-

t:nent stores, thug stores, etc are semi-circular.

Both tiv-2.circular and se:A-circular protractors have advan-

tages In different situations.

1111111111111111111

0 50 4

R

SEMI -C IRC ULtrR PROTRACTOR

P

Using the semi- circular

Protractor at the left,...

..n( L. PXR) = 30°

.11( L PXS) = 120°

m(L PXT) = 150°

Notice that the semi-circular protractor is used in

the same manner as the circular protractor.
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LESSON 9

CONTENT AND APPROACH

The use of a semi-circular protractor is demonstrated

when it is placed in standard position. The sentence at the

bottom of the page refers to the three points listed at the

bottom of page 71. Use the acetate protractor and overhead

projector to further illustrate the use of a semi-circular

protractor.
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LESSON 9

SOME SIMILARITIES . . .

The point of a semi-

circular protractor which

is placed on the vertex

of the angle being mea-

sured is also the center

of a circle. (See

picture to the right.)

Thus, any semi- cir-

cular protractor could

be considered as one-

half of a circular

protractor.

EXERCISES I

73

A111111111111111 Es

1. Estimate in degrees the measure of each angle. Record

your estimates in TABLE 9-I. . (The arrows indicate the

angles to be estimated.)
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LESSON 9

CONTENT AND APPROACH

The section at the top of the page indicates similarities

between the circular and semi-circular protractor. By placing

two acetate semi-circular protractors together alongside an

acetate circular protractor on the stage of an overhead

projector, similarities mentioned in the text can be vividly

demonstrated.

Estimating angle size is not a skill which is developed

in one set of exercises. (See KEEP IN PRACTICE , p.79.) Do

not treat any estimates as incorrect.(Some may be close.)

Encourage the students to guess. The second portion of LESSON

9 (Pp 76- 79) gives some tips on refining estimates of angle

size. You may wish to use EXERCISESI as a contest to deter-

mine the best estimator in your class.
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LESSON 9 75

TABLE 9 -I

ANGLE
ESTIMATE IN

DEGREES...
MaSURE TO
NEAREST DEGREE...

a

b

c

c5
P

f

h

L

2. For each angle in exercise 1, measure to the nearest

degree using either ...

a. a circular protractor, or

b. a semi-circular protractor.

Record your results in TABLE 9-1

If necessary, extend the sides of the angles so the

measure can be read.

How close were your estimates? If your estimates were

within 10° of the measured size, your estimates were very

good.



LESS(Z 9

ANSWERS

TABLE 9.1

ANGLE

ESTIMATE III

DEGREES...

MEASURE TO

NEAREST DEGREE...

a
1030

o

c 1.19°

d 45°

e 165°

f 14°

g
255°

h
,o
3J1)

i 44°

* Estimates will vary.
* * See page T79 for comments concerning the accuracy of

these measurements.

CONTENT AND APPROACH
In exercise 2, provide each student with experience

using both protractors. As an aid in discussing the questions

at the top of page76 it would be helpful to have each

angle measured by both protractors. For example, if the class

were divided into 2 groups, each student in one group could

use a semi-circular protractor for angles a-d and a circular

protractor, for angles e-i, with the students in the other group

following the reverse of these directions.

Notice the comment about "extending" the sides of an angle.

As indicated in LESSON I
(p.8), the student should be aware that

the length of the side represented does not affect the size of

the angle.

It is not expected that the student's estimates will come

within 10° of the measured size at this stage. This is, how-

ever, a goal for the student to work toward with continued

practice.
tL



76 LESSON 9

DISCUSSION QUESTIONS

1. In Exercise 2, would you get the same measure regard-

less of which protractor was used? Why or why not?

2. Explain how to use a semi-circular protractor to

measure an angle whose measure is greater than 180°

and less than 360°.

3. When measuring angles, would the ability to make a

reasonable estimate for the measure of an angle help

you to check your work? Why or why not?

REFINING YOUR ESTIMATES . . .

To estimate accurately, it is necessary to develop a

"feeling" or mental picture of the units of measure involved.

For example, to estimate the length of a room in feet, it is

helpful to be able to visualize the length of one foot or one

yard (3 feet).

As a guide, an angle of 1° is probably too small to

be of use when estimating angle size. (See Figure 1.)

I DEGREE

Figure 1

SOME USEFUL GUIDES . . .

Some useful estimation guides are those angles whose

measures are multiples of 30° (30°, 60°, 900, 120 and

45° (45°, 90° 135°.,...).
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LEI:SON

DISCUSSION QUESTIONS

1. Yes. Refer to the similarluies between the r,rotractors--

they use the same zcale.

2. There are some alternLitive.
beicw.

.1-JUpOSe you were to

(i) Extend one ray in the t,..o c-,:;

direction. Measure Lc. Arid

m(L-:;) to 1;30° to c;et

(ii) Measure L. b. To get :;:(L. a)

subtract rn (L. b) frc;

3. Yes. It will not check the correctness of the measure-

ment but will enable you to determine whether or not

your answer is reasonable, thus eliitInatinc; ILany errors

due to extreme carelessness or reading of the wrong scale

CONTENT AND APPROACH

Use the examples in this section (pp.76'N)as one

suggested method only. Individuals vary in the angles which

are easy for them to visualiy,e. One quality of a good esti-

mation guide is the ability of the person to visualise it.

This is one reason an angle of 10 is useless as a. guide.

CapitaliAe on the student's previous experience '.in estimating

length to indicate the need for a good estimation guide.

This section is important for work in future sections of the

booklet (see NOTE, p. T 86).



LESSON 9 77

m(L1) = 60°. Using this angle as a

guide, determine an angle of 30°.

m(L 2) = 180°. Using this angle as

a guide, determine an angle of 900;

of 45°.

m(L.3) = 30°. Using this angle as

a guide, determine an angle of 120°.

(120° = 4 x 30° = 90° + 30° )

Several angle measures can be interpreted as combinations

of these angles. For example, 150° = 90° + 60° or 5 x 30°.

Complete the following.

135° = 90° + = 3x
225° = 180° +

270° = 180° + = 3 x

315o 2700

The examples on the next page will illustrate how these

angles may be used as guides in estimating.



CONTENTAND APPROACH

Use the three examples a the top of the pace as

.dels of one way to determine other angle

the angles whose measures are multinie of 245°.

Tice dotted line indicate the intent each ea!r!flle.

90y'
N/

(12 I

I 45° /31

r, 0

The intent of the completion blanks is to illustrate

that several angles are either multiples and/or combinations

of a very few common angles such as 300, 4°, 600, 90°, and

180°. The examples on page 78 illustrate hew these angles

can be used to estimate angle size if a "feelinE" for the

sizes of these basic angles is developed.

ANSWERS

1350 90°
450

=
450

225° = 180° + 45°

270° = 180° + =
900

3150 2700 450
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78

EXAMPLES:

1. Estimate the measure of L.- 1.

LESSON 9

SOLUTION : m(L. 1) is less than 90° and more than 45°.
m(L 1) is a little more than half-way

between 45° and 90°.

671° is half-way between 45° and 90°.
m(L 1) , 70°.

is read "approximately the same as ".)

2. Estimate the measure of Z- 2.

SOLUTION : m(L 2) is more than 180° and less than 225°.
m(E-- 2) is closer to 225° and more than half-

way between 180° and 225°.
m(L 2) 215°.

CHECK: Measure L 1 and L. 2 with a protractor.

To the nearest degree, ...

m(L- 1, = 76°
m(L- 2) =210°

NOTE: The above angles could have been estimated

in a variety of ways. The solutions are meant

only as an example of one way these angle sizes

could be estimated.
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LESSON c) T 7-

CONTENT AND APPROACH

As indicated at the bottom of the page, these examples

show only one way these angle sizes could be estimated.

For example, L. 1 could have been estimated using angles of

900 and 600 as estimation guides.



LESSON 9 79

EXERCISES II

1. For each angle pictured,...

(1) estimate the measure,

(2) measure to the nearest degree using a protractor.

(3) check the closeness of each estimate by computing

the difference between your estimate and your

measurement.

(4) record your results in TABLE 9-2 .

TABLE 9-2

ANGLE ESTIMATE MEASUREMENT DIFFERENCE

LZYX
L.ABC

LXOB
L. MAE

KEEP IN PRACTICE . . .

The ability to make reasonable estimates is not a skill
which can be developed in one lesson. Keep in practice by
estimating whenever possible. If you can make reasonable
estimates, you will be able to check the reasonableness of

any measuring you do.

1.71



LESSON 9

CONTENT AND APPROACH

T

The choice of protractors is optional. Use whatever

you feel is most appropriate or allow the students to choose

which one they prefer to use. As in EXERCISES I no estimate

is incorrect. Have the student evaluate his own progress by

comparing the closeness of his estimates in this set of

exercises with the closeness of his estimates in EXERCISES I.

The measurements that the students obtain for TABLE 9-2

may vary slightly (1 or 2 degrees) from the results riven

due to the thickness of the rays represented, an inability

to determine the exact location of the vertex, and the fact;

that the protractors are not precision instruments. The

measurements given were obtained by lining up the protractor

scale markings with the center of the rays pictured. use

these answers given as guides. Discuss with your students

reasons for small variations in measurements and how these

variations could be corrected if variations occur.

The above comments also apply to the results of TABLE 9 -I

(page 75) and any other measurements in this booklet which are

made to the nearest degree.

ANSWERS
TABLE 9-2

ANGLE ESTIMATE MEASUREMENT DIFFERENCE

L. ZYX
* 129°

**

L. ABC
70°

L. XOB 251°

L MAC 40° {

* Estimates will vary.

* -X- The difference is a function of the estimate and

measurement.

CONTENT AND APPROACH

The statements under KEEP IN PRACTICE are very important.

Ask your students to estimate whenever appropriate. The

ability to estimate well can only accomplished through con-

tinued practice.
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80

BROKEN PROTRACTORS

ANY WAY YOU WANT TO . . .

Q P

LESSON 10

LpQR pictured above has a :neasure of 600. Suppose a

protractor was placed on LPQR in a di fferent manner. (See

picture below.)

The measure of LPQR as measured above is still 60°
(90° - 30° = 60°). In both cases the center point of the

protractor is placed on the vertex of the angle (s).



1ESSCN .10

BROKEN PROTRACTORS

OBJECTIVES

1. Given a drawinr, of an angle whose mertsure is between. Oc'

and 360° , the student will be able to rlcire the anrle

to the nearest degree with the prcirator IL non-s tandard

p osition.

The student shall demonstrate his knowlede of the

additive property of measurement and the fact that there

t.,

are 360° in one complete revolution by answering questions

such as the following without using a protractor.

If m(L- :1.) =

m(L = 60°,

m(L BOA )

and

then

If m(L. 1) = 50°, then

m(L2) =

If' m(L = 330°, then

m(L2) =



T. 10

EQUIPMENTAND TEACHING AIDS

A. STUDENT

1. Circular protractor

2. Semi-circular 1».'otra(:tor

.x-3. "Broken" protractor (1 per s tudent)

B. TEACHER

:1. Overhead projector

2. Projection screen

,J Acetate protractors (circular, sen-A-circular, broken)

CONTENT AND APPROACH

One of the major purposes of Lesson 10 is to indicate

that any point of the protractor scale may be used as the

"zero point ". The pictures on page 80 illustrate this point.

Other examples can be given using the acetate protractors and

overhead projector.

Di scussion of the material or. pap;e f 0 and development c.:

OBJ ECTIVE #2 are incorporated in the DISCUSSION EXERCISES

(pp . 81 - 82 ) . Give the students an opportunity to work the

DISCUSSION EXERCISES and discover the results on their own

prior to discussing the results with the entire class.

(See page T 82) .
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LESSON 10

DISCUSSION EXERCISES

1. Name some other ways to :fteasuve LPQR.

2. When measuring an angle with e protractor, is it necessary

for one of the rays of the angle to pass through the zero

point on the protractor scale? Why or why not?

J.

5.

6.

Are some points of the protractor scale more .2onvenient

to use as the "zero point" than others?

If L PQR was measured with a circular protractor grad-

uated in degrees, would m(L.PQR) = 60°?

Use the following sketch to answer the questions below.

1%0

A 01

goo

I.;

100

80
/10

to

m(LA0E) =

m(L.P.00) =

m(LAOD) =

m(L. COB) =

176

If m(L BAC) = 400

and m(L CAD) = 55°5

LBAD) =



10

CONTENT AND APPROACH

Exercises discuss the 13*1.1catie.ns ci ti r!aterlal

on page 60. ( OBJECTIVE tn) (kJ-yrLop thr-

ineorporated in OBJECTIVE /12 . This second objc.ctive is

loped through examples. After di2,cussin Exercises 1-4,

T

deve-

have

the students attempt Exercises 5-7 on their own. Discuss the

results, providing additional examples if necessary and re-

lating it to previous work in this booklet.

ANSWERS

1. Other "zero points" can be used.

2. No. - See illustration on page bo.

3. Yes. - Using points such as 5°, 10°,

)

i50 usually

results in easier computation necessary for obtaining

the result.

Yes.

m(L-A0B) = 50°

m(L. AOC) = 80°

m(L. AOD)

m(i- COB) =

6. m(LBAD) = or°



7. f m ( L. YW ) = 120o

and m ( L VW X) = 230o,

:n (L ZWX) =

LESSON 10

)(

START WHERE YOU WANT TO .

The previous mN:tlon illustrates one similarity between

protractor and ruler measurement.

(1) When using a ruler, any point of the ruler scale

can be used as the "zero point".

Al

0 I r2 3
Ai

0 I

1

m(AS) = 24 in.

m() = 24 in.

(2) When using a protractor, any point of the protractor

scale can be used as the "zero point".
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I..ESSC.I: 10

ANSWERS

m L = 110°

CONTENT AND APPROACH

START WHERE YOU WANT TO summarizes the development of

OBJECTIVE #1 , indicating the similarities between the ar-

bitrary selection of a "zero point" in linear and angle mea-

sure.
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LESSON 1(J

EXERCISES

WATTIWN
66

I 9 0 I
O.1 0 8

1,1

1. Complete the following:

(a) m(L PXR) =
(b) m( /- PXS) =

(c) m(L PXT) =
(d) m(L PXV) =
(e) m(L RXT)

Q
.4,0toolooloopsoropno

I /
o

fo
s.faso 0 so 4 9/ q,// 0/

L

CIRCULAR °TRACTOR

N

091 001 OS 01\

101111111111111111111e

0 IS

4

ZD"c)

o

O

2. Complete the following:

m(L QOL) =
m( L. LON) =

m( L QOR) =
m( L NOM) =

83
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T..,ES:";CI: 2.0

ANSWERS

b.

k) ( L. PXR) 0° a . ::0L)

m ( L PXS ) = 70c b. m( L LOE ) = 370°..

c. 111( L PXT ) = 140° C. L QOR) = 20.

d m(L PXV) = 155° d. m( L_ NOM) = ;30° .

e. m(1.- RXT) = 100°.

CONTENT AND APPROACH (Exercises 3-11, pp. 84-85)

Three possible strategies for using Exercises 3-4,
pp. 84-85, are outlined below and on pages T84 and T85.

STRATEGY I

To follow the format on pages 84-85, have each student
cut out a protractor from the insert between pages 811 and 85
so that a portion (no more than one-half) of the scale is
missing and the center point of the protractor is still in-
dicated. To gain maximum benefit from discussing the results
have students cut out different portions of the scale on
each protractor (see examples below). Sample discussion
questions for exercises 3-4 are given on page T85 under the
heading THINGS TO DISCUSS
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LESSON 1C

J For this exercise, you will use a "broken" protrac-

tor. Use this "broken" protractor to measure each of

the angles below. Record your results in TABLE 10 -I

(in column labeled BROKEN PROTRACTOR.) .

TABLE 10 -I

ANGLE
MEASURE TO NEAREST DEGREE USING...

BROKEN PROTRACTOR UNBROKEN PROTRACTOR

L- TOP

L- SON

L. RPX

L GRD
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STRATEGY 2

th, sheet
H=J,-e

make one acetate sheet er each tc.

pn-!ector.

kTht cut a c:11:ferent-,

orntractor. Project the four anElr:::
on the

As eacn broken protractor placej on an

have each student record his rei!ults .1.n a ta.Lle like the one

EASURIUG 1.0 NEAREST DEGREE USING ...

A!iGLE 13.P.1. 13.P.2 B.P.3 U.P.

L. TOP

L_SON

L RPX

L GRD

Continue this process until all angles have been

measured with each of the protractors (12 measurements in all).

Have the students then measure each of the angle with an un-

broken protractor, using the same angles pictured in the

booklet. The results can then be compared and discussed,

using the sample discussion questions as a guide (p. T85).

ANSWERS

3-14
TABLE 10-1

ANGLE
MEASURE TO NEAREST DEGREE USING..

BROKEN PROTRACTOR UNBROKEN PROTRACTOR

L TOP
.47a 47°

L SON 6° 6°

L RPX 112° 112°

L GRD 62° 62°
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cach of the angles in exercise 3 using an

unbrok:n protractor. Record your results in TABLE

10-1. (column labeled UNBROKEN PROTRACTOR)

Co!:ipl(ste th following:

a. .

b.

c.

d.

e.

185

ni(L RXS) = 70°
rri(L_ SXT) = 50°

m(L. RXT) =

m(L_ 1) = 40°

m(L. 2) =

m(L YTZ ) = 65°
m(L. XTY) =

L HKL is a right angle.

m( L MKL) = 55°
m(L HKM) =

m( LDOE) = 230°
m( L DOF) = 105°
m( L FOE) =
m( L1) =



:$1

ANSWERS

TABLE 10 -I

STRATEGY3

.74

Use the plactic circular protractors and a iVrmat like

that outlined in either :7,tratey or :;tate:7y ... To con-

struct a "broken protractor", plai::e !ashir47 tape over a

portion of the outer scale.

THINGS TO DISCUSS

Questions similar to those below could be used to

discuss the results of Exerc.ises and ) (TABLE 10-1, ) .

1. Were the measures in exercises 3 and 4 using either the

broken protractor or the unbroken protractor the same?

Why or why not?

2. Did every one in the class use the same point on the

protractor as their 'Hero point ; "?

J.2 Could you use any point on the protractor scale as the

"zero point"? Would some points be more convenient to

use than others?
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6. Each part has three angles pictured. In each part, cir-

cle the angle which you believe to be closest to the

measure given.

AAa. 25°

b. 60°

c. 240°

7. Check the accuracy of your guesses in exercise #6 by

measuring each angle.

8. (a) For each triangle pictured on page 87, measure...
1

6
i(i)each.sidetotherlearest 1nch, and

(ii) each angle to the nearest degree.

Record your results in the blanks provided.

187
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LESSOH 10

ANSWERS

. a. Third angle

b. Second angle

e. First angle

uld be
circled.

This exercise is optional. The exercise allows the

student to practice skills in both linear and angle

measurement, and in mal-A.ng conjectures concerning

these measurements.

NOTE: Field-testing indicates that students experience some

difficulty with problems like those in exercise 6.

Pages 76-7P, discuss the use of commonly used angles

(30 °,
h5o,

60 °,
90o,....

) as guides in estimating

angle measures. This section should be discussed

thoroughly. Having students practice el, exercises

like exercise 2 on page 91 using measures of 300,

45°, 600,... would probably be of help in developing

the ability to work problems like those in exercise 6.

108.



X Y

= !n(P:c =

1:1( L. r.1( LA)

!n( CA =

m(L =

m(SR) =

m( =

rri( PS ) =

m( LR) =

m ( RP) =

m(L. =

m(77) = m(77) =

Y) = m(LX) =

m(YX) =

L.Z) =

(b) Write a conjecture about the relationship between the

S10 of each angle and the length of the sides opposite

the angles.

(c) Write any ether conjectures which seem to be true on

the basis of your measurements.
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LE:: :-.;ON 10

ANSWERS

m(AB) = 2 - in. m(, BC) `-=1

1
in.

1(2

C) = 1060

m(CA)
1

i-. in.

m( L A) = 39°

m(L B) = 35o

= 2
8
2 in. m

1
(RP) = 2 -

6
in.

m( P) = nO° m( S) = 60°

m(PS) = 1 in.
lb

m(n) =

m(L R) = 30°

2
16

in.

m(L Y) = 7o°

in(YX) = 1. 12 in.
16

m(L z) = /40°

m(T7,Y) = 2 -1:3
i6

in.

m( L X) = 70°

(b) The conjecture intended (your students may find others)

(c)

is that the angle opposite the longest side of a triangle

has a greater measure than either of the other two angles.

Accept any valid conjecture. One purpose of the exercise

is to give the student practice in making conjectures

based on measurements obtained in an experimental situa-

tion.
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LESSC,N 11

DRAWING ANGLES

liven an arl, yo1 iaie used protractors (1.,oth circular

and sr,mi-cir2ular; to f'nd tbi, measure to th nearst degre.

onsid,2r the opno-lit.:, r-r this situntic-I. ro you

1.%; in ;malt, - , atH wt.- to draw an

that sie.

One such exa.rplr is workel out below.

PROBLEM: Using a nrDtv!-,2tc-r, dra. an angl, whose m asure

is 670.

SOLUTION:

1. Draw a ray. (7?)

X

2. Place the cer:ter point of the protractor on

the endpoint (X) of the ray and "line up" the

ray with the zero point of the protractor scale.
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11. T

DRAWING ANGLES
OBJECTIVES

Given any inf.a.sur,T. -An degrees between C and "i6Th°

the student will he to use a protractor

(either cir,:w-lar or serni-circulav) to draw an angle
having the given meacure.

EQUIPMENT AND TEACHING AIDS

A. STUDENT

1. Circular proi;ractol'

Semi-c ircular :?r c.)trac tor

3. Straightedge

B. TEACHER

1. Acetate protractors (circular and semi-circular)

2. Overhead projector

3. Projection screen

Acetate overlay (for chocking exercise # 1, p91)

CONTENT AND APPROACH

The diagrams on pages 88 and 8q illustrate how a semi-

circular protractor may be used to draw an angle whose mea-

sure is between 00 and 180°. In Lcs:3on 1. (pp. 12-13), the

students drew angles having a given measure using the unit
angle wedges. The acetate semi- circular protractor can be

used with an overhead projector to give further illustra-

tions of the procedure outlined on pages 88 and 89 .

192
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LE S 3H 11

.Lor:ate '.:)7° on the protractor scale and ':lake a dot

(call If.; 7) at that point.

11111011

x

$1

4r1li
U. S. A. -

./MI

4. Re.nove the protractor and draw V. m(LXT) = 67°.

NOTE : There

\\Itill I fillp
*2

are other methods of drawing an angle of a given

size. The method illustrated above is one of-those

more commonly used.

193
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90

DISCUSSION QUESTIONS

1. After step 1, Stu "lino.d up" the ray with the 30° mark

on the protractor scale and drew an angle as shown below.

Stu claimed that m(L_ YXZ) = 67°. Was he correct? Why

or why not?

194



LE ;:Orr 1?

CONTENT AND APPROACH

The example on pages 88 and 8c) illustrate: only the

drawillg of an angle between 0° and 180° with a semi- circular

prc,traAor. After this prccodure is discussed the DISCUSSieN

QUESTIONS are to be used with the entire class to illustrate

the use of a circular protractor in drawing angles, using

an arbitrary "zero point", .and the drawing of angles between

1800 and 360° using either a circular or semi-circular

protractor.

DISCUSSION QUESTIONS

1. Yes. Other points on the protractor scale can be used

as the "zero point". The only condition that must be

satisfied is that the appropriate number of units exists be-

tween the two points where the sides of the angle intersect

the protractor scale.

In this booklet (Lesson 10) and the booklet EXPLORING

LINEAR MEASURE (Lesson 9) students used arbitrary "zero

points" in measuring angle size and linear distances.

1_95



LESS014 11

2. Are there other ways of drawing an angle of 67°? If so,

describe them.

Explain how a semi-circular protractor may be used to

draw an angle whose measure is 240°.

4. Explain how a circular protractor may be used to draw

an angle whose measure is (a) 121° (b) 220°.

EXERCISES

1. Using a protractor, draw angles whose measure is:

(a) 78°

(b) 323°

(c) 127°

(d) 254°

2. Using only a straightedge, draw an angle which you

believe to have a measure of:

(a) 49°

(b) 300°

(c) 153°

3. Check the closeness of your guesses in #2 by measuring

each angle drawn and computing the differenne between

the measured size and the size you attempted to draw.

(If you came within 10°, you d'Ld a very good job.)

4. Using a ruler and protractor, make a drawing which

the same size and shape as the one below.

is

9)



SSMI 11
1

DISCUSSION QUESTIONS

P. Yes. Other "zero

1. The first step would be to draw a line an indicate a

point on that line to be u::.ed o the vertex (v) of the

angle.

Place the center point of retractor on the vertex (v)

and line up the line with the and 10 nolnts of the

protractor scale.

Since 240 = 180 + 60 = 3 6o - 120, locate either 60° or

1200 on the protractor scale and .make a dot (call it D)

at that point (there are two possibilities).

Remove the protractor and draw VP. (in( L 1) = m(L. 2) = 240°)

N2



DISCUSSION QUESTIONS

Procedure is 11.1.7.e thst, when us inc a seL-circular

nrotractor. Any point of '.:;hc: hrotra:::ter :=7:::ale !nay be

u:.,ed as the ";.1.(2. no-int".

EXERCISES

') )

Students may use either a circular: or selni-elrcular nrc-

tractor for this eY:ereise. If ym wish, rcrIlire the use

of either one or both 1.rotractcrs for the parts of this

exercise. The accuracy of the drawini:s may be checked

by using the acetate overlay provide.:i.

Remember that no estimate should be _!orlidered as

incorrect. Students at this stage will probably not

come within 10° but this is a goal toward which they

can work. Measurement skills are reviewed when they

check the closeness of their estimates.

The student could be asked how to test whether or not

their drawing is the same size and shape as the

original (tracing and/or superoosition ).

198
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LESSON 1'.

The cartoon on page 92 shows the us=e .of compass bearings

o establish or trace a route. Lesson 12 takes up the

study of compass bearings as an application of angle measure.

rrt



LES.3OiI

COMPASS BEARINGS

The positions of ships, planes, forest fire3 and tor-

nadoes, are often given in terms of their distance from a

kno-::n point, and their direction.

Figure 1

The magnetic compass is used to establish the north

line. The direction of an object is then obtained by mea-

suring the angle between the north :line and the lire joining

the fixed point to the object.

0°N
ts

Figure 2

w
270°

TORNADO

S 180°

201

E

90°



COMPASS BEAFtirttIGS

OBJECTIV:';:S

To ilitroduce t1.1 student to an lioations of angle

me a S 1. re.

Given a north line and a starting poll-It, the student will

be ab.e to plot a ray correondilv a given bearing.

3. Given a diagram with north and east indicated the student

will be able to determine the bearing of a given point.

EQUIPMENT AND TEACHING AIDS

Full circle protractors (one for each student). Rulers

for drawing lines and measuring lengths to the nearest 2. inch.
8

Transparency 3-5 can be labeled with a marking pen to repre-

sent a compass. If possible, draw several concentric circles

on transparency 3-5 to represent range marks on a radar screen.

CONTENT AND APPROACH

The purpose of this lesson is to give several interesting

applications of angle measure. Relate this lesson to Lessons

3,4,5,6 and 8 where an angle is swept out by a rotation.

202
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The direction angle is measured in degi.-s fr,_)- north

in a clockwise direction. This angle is call2d the hearinp.

of the object from that particular point. Thus a bearing of

90
o would be due East.

Estimate, in degrees, the bearing of the tornado in

Figure 2.

A large forest has several lookout stations to help

guard against forest fires. When a lookout spots a fire he

immediately takes lis bearing from his station.

Figure 3

203



LESSCJN 12 T 924

The direction angle, measure: from tfin north- liner :in a

clockwise direction,is called the bearing of the object from

the fixed point.

The first application involves fire ::ottinc. The

bearing of a fire is the clockwise angle from north to the

line-of-:light of the fire. Tne fixed point is the rangers'

lookout tower.

2C4



LESSON 12

He then calls a second station. The second station

takes the fire's bearing from his position. These two read-

ings are plotted on a map and the fire is pinpointed.

STATION NO.1

Figure 4

STATION NO.2

A radar set is used to obtain distance and direction

of objects like ships, planes or tornadoes. The radar set

sends out radio waves which bounce off objects they meet and

return to the set.

REFLECTED WAVE
Figure 5

RADAR
TRANSMITTER I

SENDING WAVE

/ \

The bearing is found from the direction of 'the radar

antenna when the waves are returned. The distance is



LESSON 12

The second appllatIon Invc:Ive,; te r-&Jar :creen. An

"arm" rotates on the radar screen and any nearby object

(which reflects the radio waves) appears a.:7 a "blip" in a

relative position on the screen ar: this "arm" rotates.

The distance of the object from the radar antenna is

determined by the time that it take!:, for a radio wave to be

reflected back from the object.

Radar was first used extensively durin, W.W.IT. Radar

is short for radio detecting and ranging ;.

ee Appendix A, Number 9. Lesson 12 has little to do

with adding fractions but maintenance of this skill is

'necessary.

. . _



96 LESSON 12

computed from the time taken by the wave to reach the object

and return to the set. (Radio waves travel 16,272 miles

per second.)

An object picked up by radar will appear as a bright

spot on the radar screen in a position corresponding to Its

actual position.

270

Figure 6

180°

90°



Nr POINT

..Laat is a bearIng?

2. What; o:7 the anl c! eorresp.A1;:n

tc soth-east direction?

EXERCISES

t1::o nerpendicular lines to renresent the

directions N., S. E., and W. as in FigIre 2. nag 93.ti diara.1 dra:: arrows to indicate t-e

bearings.

(a) 15° (b) 63° (c) 317° (d) 27)')

0°

2C8

90°

97



LESSCH 12

ANSWERS TO .1 POINT

The direction angle,- measured in degrees from north in

a clockwise direction.

1350

ANSWERS TO EXERCISES

1.

(d)

(c)

209

(b)

90°

(a)
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2. What is the final bearing after:

(a) a clockwise turn of 100
o
from the

direction S.;

(b) a clockwise turn of 300° from the direction E;

(c) a counterclockwise turn of 430 from the

direction S.W.;

(d) a counterclockwise turn of 80° from the

direction N.E.?

3. Use your protractor to obtain the bearings of points

A, B, C and D on the diagram below.

'D

210

,B

LESSON 12



LESSCi; 12

ANSWERS CONT'D

2. a) 280°

b)
o

c) 182°

CA) 325°

A.
)

J u
0o 30° B. 160° - 162°

r.

,

6 °- 71° D. 234° - 236°

A tolerance interval of 2° is given for these measure-

ments since the black dots are about 2°. wide.

211



LES2ON 12

A tornado has been picked up on the radar screen

shown below. What is its bearing?

270° 900

180°
5. The radar set has picked up a ship. The ship's dis-

tance is 50 miles. bearing 230°. Draw a dot on the

radar screen below to show the ship's position.

(Use a protractor.)

0°

180°

212

on
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ANSWERS CONT'D



100 LESSON 12

6. Two lookout towers have phoned in information on a

forest fire. Station No. 1 reports the fire's bearing

as 110°. Station No. 2 reports the fire's bearing as

263°. Use a protractor and straightedge to plot the

position of the fire on the diagram below.

N
N

STATION NO.2

STATION NO.I

7. Old Miner Tom buried his gold and drew a map of its

location. He put the distances on the map, but left

off the bearings. Use your protractor to find the

bearing of each point along the path.

(a) From the Miner's cabin to the large Oak tree.

Bearing

(b) From the large Oak tree to the Boulder.

Bearing

(c) From the Boulder to the Creek.

Bearing

(d) From the Creek to the Gold.

Bearing



LESSON 12 T 1

ANSWERS CONT'D

STATION NO.1

7. a) About 125°
b) About 200°
c) About 69°
d) About 196°

215

263°

STATION NO.2
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102 LESSON 12

9. Plot the following course starting with point A

below.

(1) Fro: point A move 3" at a bearing of 45
o

.

Label this point B.

(2) From point B move le at a bearing of 350°.

Label this point C.

(3) From point C move 2e at a bearing of 130°.

Label this point D.

w+
9. In Exercise 8, above, what is the bearing of point

D from point A?

217
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ANSWERS CONT'D

8.

9. 58° (approximately)

218
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APPENDICES

A. SUPPLEMENTARY EXERCISES

B. NAMING ANGLES

C. CAN A RULER BE USED TO MEASURE ANGLES?

D. USING OTHER PROTRACTORS

E. DO PROTRACTORS HAVE TO BE CIRCULAR?

F. GLOSSARY



A 1:)5

SUPPLEMENTARY EXERCISES

The Supplementary Exercises enclosed in this appendix are

designed to help measure the student's strengths and weak-

nesses on some objectives relevant to work with fractional

numbers.

The student :L:: encouraged to keep track of his own progress

on the enclosed chart. The teacher is encouraged to oversee

the individual progress of the students.

Suggestions for when to use the Supplementary Exercises

arc given in the Teacher's Guide Section of Lessons 3-6, 12.

Students should do these exercises on an individual basis.

These exercises are not meant for drill work. They will

serve the teacher and the student best by highlighting the

ideas, skills and concepts with which the student needs ad-

ditional help.

220



100 SUPPLEMENTARY WORKSHEETS

PERFORMANCE CHART

Worksheet

Number
Objective Rating: Achieved Needs Work

1 The student will be able

to demonstrate his under-

standing of the following

meaning of fractions: Tap-

means the unit interval is

divided into "b" congruent

parts and "a" tells the

number of parts taken.

2 The students use "other

names" for one to change

a fraction to higher terms.

3 The student can apply the

principle: multiplying or

dividing the terms of a

fraction by the same number

leaves the value of the

fraction unchanged.

4 The student can apply the

cross product rule to

determine whether two

fractions are equivalent

or not.

5 The student can-apply a
;

rule to change a. whole

number into a fraction

with a given denominator.

221
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Worksheet

Number
Objective Rating: Achieved Needs Work

6 The student is able to

apply a rule to determine

which of two fractions

has the larger value.

7 The student is able to

apply a rule to change

an improper fraction to

a mixed number.

8 The student is able to

apply a rule to change

a mixed number to an

improper fraction.

9 The student is able to

apply a. rule to add or

subtract fractions.

222



ANGLE MEASURE SUPPLEMENTARY EXERCISES

e :jou ever wondered what is meant by a frz ction?

do you picture the fraction =2--

to look at ' is to tale a unit length on a

number line and subdivide it into 8 equal. parts.

0 I 2
:.lark off the first three parts from 0.

1111111-II
o j
1 3/8

2

3 Numerator tells the number of equal parts from 0.
8 Denominator tells the number of equal parts in the

EXERCISES

1-5.

1.

P.

3

)

unit length.

Name the fraction indicated by the mark on each of the
given number lines.

0 2
UNIT INTERVAL

I

I I 1 0

223

ANSWERS

1.

2.

it

)



NUMBER 2

ANGLE MEASURE SUPPLEMENTARY EXERCISES

1. Suppose you have two fractions that have different

numerators and different denominators. Can these two

fractions have the same value?

2. -a- is another name for one. What number does
9

rep resent?

3. Lrepresents a "magic" number. If you take any number

and multiply it byLyou get the number you started

with for your product. What number does A represent?

Al How many different names can you write for the number

one?

You can change the numerator and denominator of a frac-

tion and not change its value by multiplying the fraction

by another name for one.

Example:

EXERCISES

so

3

2 1= 2 ,
J..

4
-r-= - and = T

2 4 2 4 8
3 4 3 4 12

Thus
2 = 8

.

3 12

5-7. Fill in the blanks.

1 ? 3
5.

4 12

6. =
2 4 = = =6 8 i = 12

3 6 9 12 15 ?

7. =
9I-.? 9 18 ?= = =

5 20 ? 30 10

8. What name for one can be used to change

48ths?

3

8
to

ANSWERS

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7

8.
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ANCLE MEASURE SUPPLEMENTARY EXERCISES

1. atppose that the circle shown below were divided into 24

conilruent arcs. :hat would then be the measure of Z...P.L)

D

Principle for changing fraccions:

Multiplying or dividing the terms of a fraction by

the same number leaves the value of the fraction unchanged

Examples:

(a) Change 63 to lower terms.
72

63 63 +9 7

72 72 +9 8

2
(b) Change to 24ths.

2 _ 2 8 16

3

EXERCISES

2-10. find the missing term so that the value of the

fraction is unchanged.

2.
6
30 77

5.
5 35

11.5__

4 TOB 12

6. 8 7
7 4 36

8.
4 36 4 52

= - 9. = -
6 42 64 8

10.
7

1.

2.

3

14.

5.

j.

8.

9

10.

ANSWERS



NUNBER

ANGLE MEASURE SUPPLEMENTARY EXERCISES

1. John said that the measure ofLDUM was 20/30 of a turn.

Sally said that its measure was 6/9 of a turn. Who was right?

M

The cross product rule enables you to determine whether
two fractions are equivalent or not.

Examples:

12 6
(a) - equals because 12 x 4= 8 x 6

(b)
4 12
=L does not equal 1- because 3 x 12 is not equal

to 4 x 7.

EXERCISES

2-10. Determine which pairs of fractions are equivalent.
Answer with = or / .

2.
4 n 68 9

5 4 (:)32

9 72

8. ÷,osii

8 p 4
3' j.L.)-7 4. ? 5

3 6

6 7 (:)P. 7.12 o0

9 ion
10.i5\-1 9

03 1-4 12

7 0.110 12

1.

2.

3

4.

5.

6.

7

8.

9

10.

11

ANSWERS



ANGLE MEASURE SUPPLEMENTARY EXERCISES

Can you score 100% on this test? Try and see.

fl .Tr. Write the following whole numbers as fractions

using the given denominator.

4. 13 .

2. 7

5. 9

5

9

3. 3

If you didn't score 100%, you probably need some

practice.

Try this: 6 = . Ask what divided by 3 gives 6

and set up this proportion:

6 N

1 3

obtain the answer.

EXERCISES

6-10. Write the whole number as a fraction using the given

denominator. 7.

Use the cross-product to

NUMBER 5

ANSWERS

1.

2.

3.

4.

5

6.

6. 7 = --6- 7. 11 = -
9

9. 15 = 10. 13 =

8
23 12 8.

9

10.



ANGLE MEASURE SUPPLEMENTARY EXERCISES

you always tell which of two fractions hns the

lare !o do you do it

0

810

2

!omr_.mber the larger number is always to the

rlEht of the smaller number on the number line?

EXERCISES

1-7. Ans1:,er <,

1.

7
12

3

6.

8. Suppose two fractions have the same denominator and

different numerators. Which fraction has the larger

value?

Suppose two fractions have the same numerator and

different denominators. Which fraction has the larger

value?

10. If ab; rt, then which fraction is larger; a,r or t,br

228

1.

3.

6.

7.

8.

a

ANSWERS

10.



ANGLE MEASURE SUPPLEMENTARY EXERCISES

1. What angle has been swept out by segment MN ?

N FINISH

Number 7

ANSWERS

number?

28 42 OR . . .

1.

2.

3

4.

5.

6.

7

8.

9

10.

Can you change 23 to a mixed
12

(a)
28

means 28 12.
12

2

127 . Thus
24

=
12 12

24 4 2

4

28 24 + 4(b) = +
12 12 12 12 12

42 3-7

EXERCISES

2-10. Change each of the following improper fractions to

mixed numbers.

2. 4 49
4. 53

3.
3

3

5. 6.

16

20
7

8

34
2

8. 111 9.
4

3

61 10.

5

100
7 6

229



ANGLE MEASURE SUPPLEMENTARY EXERCISES

1. How many quarLer inches is 2
4

inches?

2 +414

Can you change 2 3Li to an improper traction?

Examples

(a) 2 1- 2 8 3 8 + 3 11
4 4 4 4 4

Or...

(b) 2 -= ?-
2 x 4 + 3 8 + 3 11

4 4
- _

4 4

EXERCISES

2-10. Change each of the following mixed numbers to

improper fractions.

2. 6 2--
3

3 5 3
4

4. 13 2

5

*. 6. 7 1
7. 21 1_

2 3

8. 4 1_
12

9 3

59 3 16 10. 15

230

1.

2.

3

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

ANSWERS



Number 9

ANGLE MEASURE SUPPLEMENTARY EXERCISES

Do you ever have trouble adding or subtracting fractions?

Fractions cannot be added or subtracted unless they

have the same denominator.

Example: 7 2
N

0
41

I I I I- e I ! -I

O 15 8
8 8 8

9L4 15/2424 24

O 2/3

O I 3
3 3

0/24 1824
24 24

1-1-4-Hi i Fl 4114-i11111-1-411-4-1111111
O 1

15

24

31

24

16

24

'=.1111141
N= a or 1?

24 24

EXERCISES

1-10. Find the value of N.

1. t
3
1 = N 2.

8
5 - N 3 2 . N.

2 5
+

4

4.
6

- -2 = N 5.
1

+
2

-I- 1 = N8 3 2 3 4

5 1 5_ 3 =N 8
6

6 = N 7. 8
7 - 3 = N

1
16 2 4 1 12

9. 1= N 10. 8 1= N
12 4 15 5

231

1.

2.

3.

4.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

ANSWERS



APPENDIX B

NAMING ANGLES

An angle may be named by...

1. a capital letter at 'the vertex, read'"L A".

e.

A

a small letter or number written inside the

angle, read "Lb or L 1".

3. three capital letters, read "L.RST or LTSR".

(Note that the letter at the vertex is always read

in the middle.)

127

The following picture shows why three letters are some-

times needed to name an angle. If you say "LQ", it is not

clear which angle is meant. If you say "LPQS" or "LRQS",

it is clear.
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CAN A RULER Eli USED TO MEASURE ANGLES?

A mathematics class was discussing the following

question.

Which angle in the pair below has the greater measure?

L E or F

E > F

There was a disagreement when they compared Z...E and L.F.

Al said that m(L.E)> m(L-F) because it "opened up" more.

He drew the following picture to back up his argument.

233

F

Al's Argument

RS is longer than RT.

Therefore, L E "opens

up" more than L F and

m(LE) > m(L. F).
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Dan disagreed with Al. Dan said that Al's drawing was

unfair because he did not measure the "opening" between the

sides at the "same place" on the sides.

Dan changed Al's drawing by erasing RS and drawing MN

such that m(EN) = m(F-0 and m(EM) = m(FX) .

E N S

Dan's Argument

I measured the

opening between

the sides of the

2c)

angles at the "same place". MN is, the same length as XY.

Therefore, L E "opens up" the same amount as L. F and m( E) =

m( F).

EXERCISES

1. Measure both L. E and L.. F with a protractor.

Make the following statement true by inserting

either > , < or = .

m(L. E) m(4! F)

Whose argument do you think is correct - Al' s, Dan' s,

or neither ? Why?

2. (a) Using the labeled points on the sides of the angles

as endpoints, measure the "opening" of each angle on

page 130 by measuring the linear distance between the
1sides to the nearest f in. Record your results in

TABLE C-I . (page 130).
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(The linear distance

to be measured for

LRST is indicated

by the dotted seg-

ment 17.)

TABLE C-I

ANGLE

OPENING TO

INEAREST in
I-6

LRST
LABC
LDEF
LGHI
LXZY

(b) Arrange these five angles in order from smallest to
largest.

(c) Use a protractor to measure each of the angles to the
nearest degree. Will these measurements give you the
same order as in 2 (b) ?

3. Is it possible to measure angle size with a ruler? If
your answer is yes, the measurements must be done under

what conditions?

NNW
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USING OTHER PROTRACTORS

Although the

protractors often

protractor (to be

dicated.

scales are usually marked the same way,

differ in the manner the center point of the

placed on the vertex of the angle) is in-

The diagrams below and on page 132 illustrate the use of

some commonly used protractors whose center point is indicated

in a different manner than the ones pictured in Lessons 9-11 of

this booklet.

(pop

0\V"\""1"1""IIIIIP0\\\ie 9 0 8'0

O

m( L BRT ) = 78°

COMPASS -PROTR

I 1111111111i ll 1111111111111i'

R

004"11"1111PINM/0
1,4 90 ft

4\4114

4541

0

I X 45-MACEINUSAC tp
/

.,...hlililil ili 11111111111.111611111ol ili lillolilililildirlilililil.liili4
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m( L CXT) = 115°
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DO PROTRACTORS HAVE TO BE CIRCULAR?

The protractors you have used in this booklet have been

(:iter (1) circular or (2) semi-circular in shape.

TO BE EXPLORED

Es it necessary for a protractor to be circular or semi-

circular?

INSTRUCTIONS

The protractors (A through G) which are to be cut out and

used in Parts I and II of this activity are printed on the two

inserts following page 138.

Angles 1 through 4 and TABLED-I are on page 137. Angles

Lhrough 7 and TABLE D -2 are on page 138.

PART I

1. Look at L Z.2, L3 and Estimate the measure of
angl(.: in degre. Record your estimates in

TABLE D -I . (Under the heading ESTIMATED MEASURE.)

Cult out protractor A. U:ie this protractor to measure
L2, L. and L;;. Record your meaurements in

TABLE .

133

Using protractor A

to measure LABC,

the result is:

m(LABC) = 60°
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3. Cut out protractor B. Use this protractor to measure

Ll, L2, L3 and L4. Record your measurements in

TABLED-I .

E

Using protractor B to

measure LDEF, give the

results:

m (LDEF ) = 12 0 °

E

4. Cut out protractor C. Use this protractor to measure

Ll, L2, L3 and L4. Record your measurements in TABLED-1 .

5. Cut out protractor D. Use this protractor to measure

Ll, L2, L3 and L4. Record your measurements in

TABLED-1 .

Was your estimate close to the measure of each angle?

Assuming your measurements were correctly done, your estimates

were close if you were within 10 degrees of the measured size.

POWER QUESTIONS I

1. Were your measurements for each angle the same, re-

gardless of the protractor used? Why or why not?

2. Explain how protractor E (with scale from 0° to 9C °)

could be used to measure L2 and L4.
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PART II

1. Look at L5, L6 and L7. Estimate the measure of each

angle in degrees. Record your eFtmates in TABLE D-2.

(Under the heading ESTIMATED MEASURE .)

e. Cut out protractor F. Use this protractor to measure

L5, L6 and L7. Record your measurements in TABLED-2

Using protractor F to

measure L KIM, the

result is:

m(LKLM) = 235°

1 35

3. Cut out protractor G. Use this protractor to measure

L5, L6 and L7. Record your measurements in TABLED-2 .

Was your estimate close to the measure of each angle?

Assuming your measurements were accurate, your estimates were

close if you were within 10 degrees of the measured size.

POWER QUESTIONS II

1. Were your measurements for each angle the same, re-

gardless of the protractor used? Why or why not?

2. Explain how protractors A-D could be used to measure

any angle from 0° to 360°.
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PART IN

ON YOUR OWN . . . .

Design a protractor of arbitrary shape which can be used

to measure an angle whose measure is from 0° to 360°.
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TABLE D-1

MEASURE USING PROTRACTOR : ESTIMATED
MEASUREANGLE A B C D

1

2

3

4

242
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TABLE D-2

ANGLE
ESTIMATED
MEASURE

MEASURING USING
PROTRACTOR

F G

5

6

7



110 50
130 30

BO
170 10

INSERT A

I40,.
150-,
160,
170 -
1 80

D
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ACUTE ANGLE

ADJACENT ANGLE

GLOSSARY

An angle whose measure is greater than 0°

but less than 90° is an acute angle.

In the diagram below,

both L CAR and L DAR,

tex of both angles.
--->

sides AD and AC.

AR is a side of

and A is the

Side AR' is between

If two angles have the same vertex and a

common side which lies between

two sides, then the angles are

angles. Notice that L CAD is

adjacent to L DAR or L CAR.

the other

adjacent

not

ANGLE An angle is a plane figure that consists of two rays

having a common endpoint.

T

The rays are usually called the sides of the angle.

The common endpoint is called the vertex of the angle.

246
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ANGLE OF DEPRESSION The angle between the horizontal and the

oblique line (neither parallel to nor

perpendicular to - sloping) joining the

observer's eye to some object lower

than (beneath) the line of his eye.

HORIZONTAL

ANGLE OF DEPRESSION

OBLIQUE

ANGLE OF ELEVATION . The angle between the horizontal plane

and the oblique line from the observer's

eye to a given point above the line' of

his eye.

OBLIQUE

CENTRAL ANGLE

ANGLE OF ELEVATION

HORIZONTAL

An angle determined by two radii of a circle.

24'7

CENTRAL ANGLE
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COMPLEMENTARY ANGLES Two angles whose measures sum up to 90°.

The two acute angles of a right triangle

are complementary.

CONGRUENT ANGLES . Two angles are congruent if and only if

they have the same measure.

CONGRUENT ARCS . Two arcs are congruent; if and only if they

have the same size and shape.

Two congruent central angles of the same

circle determine two congruent arcs of that

circle.

OBTUSE ANGLE An angle whose measure is greater than 900 but

less than 180° is an obtuse angle.

RAY. A ray is a subset of a line, consisting of an endpoint

and all the points on the line that are on one side of

the endpoint.

RIGHT ANGLE . When two lines intersect so as to form four con-

gruent angles, then each angle is called a right

angle. The measure of a right angle is 90°.

STRAIGHT ANGLE An angle whose sides lie on the same straight

line, but extend in opposite directions from

the vertex. The measure of a straight angle

is 180°.
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SUPPLEMENTARY ANGLES

APPENDIX

.se sum is If two
lines intersect in a point, the adja-
cent anrzles formed are supplementary.

m( L RAN) + m L TAN) = 180°

VERTICAL ANGLES . Nonadjacent angles formed by two inter-
secting lines are called vertical angles.
Vertical angles are congruent.

-r

4
3 vertical angles:

249

L1 and L3
L2 and Z- 4
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ANGLE MEASURE

SUPPLEMENTARY EXERCISES
ANSWER KEY

NUMBER I

1,
?.

1.;,

2/3
1/4
/6

11/8
4112

OR 1 3/8

NUMBER 4

i. they were both right
2.

5.
f,

8.

'10

NUMBER 7

2 4/12 OR 2
28/12 OR

?, 1 1/3
3. 3 1/16
.. 6 5/8
5. 2 1/2
3. 6 2/3
7 6 4/5
3, 11 3/4
). 8 5/7
LO. 16 4/6 OR 16 2/3

1/3 OR
7/3

NUMBER2

1. yes
2.

3. 1

many or infinite
5. 3/3
6. 10, 18
7. 3, 12, 15, 6
s. 6/6

NUMBER 3

1. 9/24 of a turn
2. 1

2

4. 5
r 14

6. 56
7. 27

8. 28
g. 4 1/2
10. 91

NUMBERS

1. 18

NUMBER 6

1.
2. 35 2. >
3. 27
4. 143 4. >
5.

6.
81
42

5. =
6. <

7. 99 7. <
8. 276 8. the larger numerator
(4. 120 q. the smaller denom.
10. 65 10. a/r

NUMBER8

1. 11 quarter inches
2. 20/3
3. 23/4
4. 67/5
5. 41/8
6. 15/2
7. 64/3
8. 55/12
9. 57/16
10. 78/5

NUMBER 9

1. 5/6
2. 3/8
3. 23/20 OR 1 3/20
4. 2/24 OR 1/12
5. 2

73/1/16

2 OR 1 11/12
6.
7. 13/8 OR 1 5/8
8. 9/48

12/12 OR 1
10. 11/15
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CAN A RULER BE USED TO MEASURE ANGLES?

CONTENTANDAPPROACH (pp. 1, 10)

The conclusion of this enrichment activity is that a

ruler can be used to measure angles, providing it is done under

the appropriate conditions ( see Dan' s Argument, p. 110) . The

validity of this method is based upon the Law of Cosines.

2 2 2
c a ± - 2 ab Cos 0

b

The following table shows what happens to the value of c 2

when m(L- 8) is 00 , , 9d' , 135- , and 180c. The term 2ab

will always be positive and the distances a and b will remain

constant for all values of A.

6 cos e c2

o
0 1

2
a` 4- b - 2ab

45° 3 I 2-f

0 0
a- + b- -'J r_-. au

90° 0 a
2

-i- b
2

135 -1,T77
0

a2 + bc- + 4-7) ab

1800 -1
9

a"- -F b
2

+ 2ab

Notice that m(1._ 8) increases from On to 180", the value of
2 .

c increases. Therefore, the opening of the angle as measured by

c will increase as the degree measure of the angle increases.
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After the distances a and b are selected, c becomes a

function of the cosine of A. Thus if the degree measure of the

one angle is twice the degree measure of another, the opening c

of the larger angle will not necessarily be twice the opening of

the smaller angle.

THINGS TO DISCUSS

All angles shown have degree measures between 0 and 180 .

How could this method be extended to measure angles whose degree

measures are between 180° and 3600?

ANSWERS (pp. 129-130)

1. m(L.E) = m(Z._ F)

Dan's argument is correct.

2. (a)
TABLE C-I

ANGLE

OPENING TO

NEAREST 1
6

in.

LRST 3/4 in.

LABC 7/8 in.

LDEF 1/',2 in.

LGHI 11/16 in.

LJCZY. 5/8 in.

(b) L. DEF L X7Y , L. GHT

L RST, L ABC

(c) Yes

3. Yes - under the conditions specified by Dan's argument.
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DO PROTRACTORS HAVE TO BE CIRCULAR?

ANSWERS

PART I (pp.

r

TABLE D-I

MEASURF USTTG PROTRA C TOI", : ESTIMATED
MEASUREANGLE A .R C D

1
1)

-',0
,...0

mo- ,

2 12.00 1,'-:c.)c)
- ..o

1.-;,u 1 -f)o

3 . .0yo '00 . .,f,:,0 yo° ..x.

4 10° 100 1)400 1400

NEstimate: ; will vary.

POWER QUESTIONS I (p. ]31)

1. Yes. Although of different shapes, all the pro-

tractors have scales based on a circular design.

2. Consider m(L :) as :2.1' L

PART II (p . 135 )

900)

'TABLE D-2

ANGLE
ESTIMATED
MEASURE

MEASURING USING
PROTRACTOR

F G

5 afo° 150°

6
f.

240° 24-0°

7 * _ 03 J0 '',30°

*Estimates will vary.

POWER QUESTIONS II (p. )

1. Yes. See answer for number 1 above.

2. Consider m(L. ) as 180()- m( L e - 18o°)
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STRATEGIES FOR USING INSERTS A AND B

Inserts A and B are printed on 16 lb. bond paper. Although

the instructions for APPENDIX E state that the protractors

are to be cut out, there are at least two alternate

strategies that could be used. These are outlined below.

Strategy I:

Strategy 2:

The paper on which the inserts are printed is

transparent enough for use as an overlay to

measure the angles on pages 1?.y and 13b accurately.

Pull out the inserts and superimpose the protractors

on the angles to be measured.

Use the inserts as masters for preparing acetate

overlays. Measure the angles by superimposing

the overlays on the angles to be measured.
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GLOSSARY

The terminology included is associated with angle measure

but not necessarily with this booklet. This section is to be

used as a reference for students in instances where these terms

may arise as a part of class discussion.
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